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I
FOREWORD
The M_rtin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division pe;formed a
contract for t_e Goddard Spaceflight Center entitled "Aerospace
Sy:_tems Pyrot,.chnlz Shock Data (Ground Test and Flight)". This
contract involved compilation and analysis of available industry wide
pyrotechnic _hock data. A total of 30 companies contributed.
Because of the large volum,, of data available from Lockhepd Missiles
and Space Company, they were awarded a subcontract by the _rtin
Marietta Corpor_tion to compile and arullyze their drJta which _Jre
contained Ln Volumes IV rind V. The: results of these an;_!yses h_ve
been included in the discussion contained in the su_nmary document,
Volume I. In addition, these analyses were considered in the preparation
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G EN EkA L SUMMARY
The _kn_otechnic Shock Data Compilation presented in this report was prepared in
complianca with Contract Number RCg-h39031 granted to Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company (LMSC) by Martin Marietta Corporation on 17 March, 1969.
The pyrotechnic shock data presented in this compilation was summarized from
twenty-two Lockheed Missiles & Space Company reports. In order to present this
data in a practical manner, it was subdivided into six groups to cover, respec-
tively: separation joints, fairin_ jettisoning, pin actuators, external payloads,
electronic box testing and shock testing de_,_ces. Information was also gathered
from several other reports for use in genera] discussions and analyzes.
A total of 445 shock spectra are presented together with 955 oscillograms. In
addition, a large number of supplementary shock spectra were used to show various
types of comparisons such as attenuation, repeatability, etc. This data was
selected from about 500 shock spectra and approximately lhO0 oscillograms (as
quoted in the Second Quarterly Report) by eliminating duplication, most doubtful
data, and data for which only insufficient documentatio_ could be provided. It
should be noted that this _lount of data is consider.ably in excess of the contract
specifications which required 250 to 350 shock spectra and 400 to 600 oscillograms.
In preparing this document, it was founl convenient to follow the general pattern
of the Lockheed Missiles & Space Company reports from which the data was taken.
Each report was s,mmarized and its data re-evaluated for the purpose of this
compilation.
Sufficient analysis of _he data was performed to describe the effects of pyro-
technic shocks. Definite trends were shown in several areas of interest which
has led to a better understanding of the pheqomenon.
The available data has a potential for more extensive analysis. This is discussed
in Section VII of this report.
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The following topics were considered for am_lysis on the basis of the D_ba
available in this report:
I. Shock environment created by separation joints of _mrlous design.
2. Determination of the shock attenuation trend versus distance from the
SOUrCe.
3. Comparison of the _nvironments generated by various fairing jettison
mechanisms.
h. Comparison of the environment generated by pin pushers, pin pullers and
explosive nuts.
5. Transmission of the shock environment through the _nterface between
vehicle and external payload.
6. Reduction of the shock environment through equipment attac.hment brackets
and effect of vibration isolators on the equipment shock level.
7. Analysis of pyroshock test facilities.
Some topics of a more general nature are also discussed. In particular, the
application of statistical methods for determining test repeatability and confi-
dence factors derived from full scale vehicle qualification testing.
The methods :l..n use at Lockheed Missiles _ Space Company for dealing with pyro-
technic shocks are described in a special section followed by information about
•instrumentation and data processing systems.
/
Finally, the structural and equipment failures which resulted from pyroshock
tests are briefly discussed.
An effort has been made to point out the areas where more investigation appears
to be needed to improve the state-of-the.art so that bettmr shock predictions
and improved design of structures and equipment may b_ achieved. The areas which
merit special attention ares
i. Transmission of shocks through various types of structures.
of' structural modes.
• i , | B_
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G 9; N E R A L S U M M A _ Y (Cont.)
2. Sncck attenuation versus d_stance from shock source for various types
of structure.
3. Internal box environments at components and their mounting brackets.
h. Alternate methods of simulating pyre shock and correlation with known
vehicle environments.
5. Evaluation of attenuation devices such as isolators, force limiting
brackets, energy absorbers, snubbers, etc.
6. Statistical analysis of failure rate from components which are shock
sensitive (relays, diodes, etc.).
7. Other methods of analysis such as Fourier Transform.
All shock spectrum data used in this compilation was processed on the UNIVAC ]108.
This data, stored on punched cards, is available for further processing.
Although the pyrotechnic shock environment has been considered extremely important
by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company for a number of yesrs, the severity of this
type of event has been somewhat underestimated by the industry at large. It Is
hoped that this compilation will help in placing this significant phenomena in
proper focus.
I_ONM Lk4SE. _7117 2










The Pyrotechnic Shock Data Compilation presented in this report was prepared in
compliance with Contract Number RC9_439031 grantad to Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company by Martin Marietta Corporation on 17 March !969. The compilation was
performed in accordance with "Proposal for Compilation of Pyrotechnic Shock Data,"
IMSC/A9h3052, as modified by TWX LMSC/686607, dated 6 January 1969.
Contractual agreement provided a period of six months _o complete the assembly
and presentation of this data.
The majority of Lockheed Missiles & Space C_,_pany's effort was directed toward
completing the data compilation. Significant effort was also devoted _o analyzin_
the data. Areas of interest were treated as thoroughly as po_ _ble within the
l_,itations of the contract.
Test data gathered at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company over a period of eight
years was selected from twenty-two reports and replottea i_omeet contractual
requirements. The reports were condensed into a fozu suitable for this publice-
tion. The data was available either as oscillogr_ms or shock spectra or both.
However, due to the use of several data processing syst_as, the shock spectrum
presentation existed in various formats, either linear or log plots with non-
consistent amplitude scales.
To replot the shock spectra in the required format, all available data was read
at the appropriate frequencies by means of a Gerber Reader which provided a
decimal output on punched cards. The cards were then processed on the UNIVAC 1108
with the help of a special program which rescaled _ e date and stored it on a
tape for plotting. All shock spectrum plotting was performed automatically on
the Stromberg Carlson hO20 High Speed Plotter. To obtain the desired format each
plot was made in two halves which were later splicedtogether.
This report is subdivided into eight sections identified by Roman i,_,erals.






The data compilation presented in Section II contains all oscillograms and shock
spectra. It is divided into six subsections labeled A through F. Each subsection
covers a particular aspect of pyrotecnnic shocks described in a set of LMSC
reports. Each report is presented as a separate entity with its own index,
s_mary, introduction and analysis. The subsection links them together, also in
a report form, with index, summary and, whenever pertinent, analysis showing some
salient point common to the set of reports. The subsections (A through F) are
then connected in the same fashion to form the Pyrotechnic Shock Data Compilation:
Section _.
Sections III to "_iI complete the report to treat several important topics of a
more general nat',re and Section VIII is a general conc]usion.
A brief description of the contents of the r_port fcllowa in order to provide the
reader with an orientation background. This descripticn covers Section iI to
Section VIII. It should be used in connection with the general index and with
each subsection and report indexes for greater details.
SECTION II - Subsection A: Separation Joint
A set of seven reports covering Lockheed Mdssiles & Space Company's experience
with a variety of pyrotechnic separation joints.
i. Ground tests and flight data.
2. Booster adapter separation and fairing jettison tests.
3. Modificati_u t, separation joint for shock reouction purpose.
h. Separation joi_t design for shock reduction purpose.
5. Special payAoad shroud separation. Hoop tension joint and cutters.
6. Booster adapter separation joint.
7. Satellite vehicle/booster separation test,






SECTION II Subsection B: Fairing Jettison
A set of three reports covering two types of fairings and three actuator
mechanisms.
1. Standard fairing - pin pusher actuated.
2. Standard fairing - comparison with a spring type pin puller
3. New fairing - spring-explosive nut mechanism.
SECTION II - Subsection C: Pin Actuators
A set of two reports discussing both pin pushers and pin pullers.
1. Shock _nvironment simulation using pin pullere.
2. Study of pin puller isolation.
SECTION II - Subsection D: External Payloads
A set of two reports presenting data from tests of two external equioment
pods.
1. Pod and equipment under separation joint shock.
2. Pod and other equipment under separation joint s_ck test.
SECTION II - Subsection E: Equipment Box Test
A set of six reports covering testing of electronic boxes and their attach-
ment brackets. All test conducted for separation joint shocks were carried
out on the Barrel Tester.
i. Electronic box
2. Three electronic boxes
3. Bonded joint tests on special panel
4. Electronic box
5. Equipment




Bay 2 - inside barrel
Bay i
Bay i
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION (Cont. )
SECTION II - Subsection F: Development of Pyro Shock Test Facilities
A set of two reports covering a mechanical shock tester and a pyrotechnic
shock tester.
1. Transfer Table shock tester.
2. Pyrotechnic Shock Barrel Tester.
SECTION III: General Analysis
This section contains analysis of a general nature performed with the avail-
able data. The following topics are treated:
1. List of analyses performed in Section II.
2. Test deviation, confidence levels and prediction of shock levels for
full scale vehicle full ring separation tests.
SECTION IV: Lockheed Missiles & Space Company's Methods and Procedures
A discussion of LMSC's approach in dealing with pyro shock problems.
SECTION V: Instr_nentation
|,
Short description of the type of instr_entation generally used in pyro-
technic shock testing at LMSC. Method of data reduction is also discussed.
SECTION VI: Pyro Shock Failures
A survey of failures experienced at LMSC during shock qualification testing.
SECTION VII: Recommendation for Further Study
LMSC's opinion on the type of studies which should be carried out in order
to advance the state-of-the-art in view of providing a satisfactory practical
solution to the pyro shock problems.
SECTION _EII: General Conclusion
General remarks about the contents of this report.





REPORT NOS. 606A, 67h, 768, 790, 1080, 1740, 1377
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SECTION II . A
SUMMARY
This section contains seven reports (No. 606A, 674_ 768, 790, 1080, 1340 and 1377)
which cover various tests and experiments carried out in the course of separation
joint development. Some of this testing includes also sensor fairing jettison
which is reported in greater detail in Section II.B. Hoover, some discussion of
test results is also presented in this section from the point of view of struc-
tural response to the shocks.
The development of separation Joints covers several phases such as Joint mechani-
cal and pyrotechnic design, testing methods, comparison between flight and ground
test nesults.
An effort is made in this section to determine the characteristics of the shock
attenuation versus distance from the source. However, this summary analysis
allows only to define a trend because in each test, too fm_- data points are avail_
able to define the attenuation with good confidence.
The seven reports _ch form this section are as follows:
Report No. 606A covers flight test telemetry data for both booster adapter separa-
tion and sensor fairing Jettison. The data was insufficient to validate a con-
clusion that the shock levels in space were different fram those obtained at sea
fowl. However, on the basis of unpublished data from a classified vehicle, the
opinion is expressed that sea level atmospheric conditions have no significant
effect on the environment generated by pyrotechnic shocks.
P_port No. 674 covers the results of separation and fairing Jettison tests carried
out on a flight vehicle at the Santa Cruz Test Base. _ tests were conduct4d for
the purpose of improving confidence on the whole vehicle system. The vehicle
system performed satisfactorily prior to and after the test thereby demonstratlng
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General shock data gathered during ground testing is presented iu this report and
an attempt was made to determine an attenuation curve on both shock spectrum and
peak g b_:so:;.
Report No. 768 covers a series of _ull ring booster adapter separation tests con-
ducted to evaluate methods of reducing the environment generated by the standard
vehicle separation Joint. The general results obtained from these tests indicated
that the modified separation Joints produced only insignificant shock reductions.
Report No. 790 covers a series of tests to evaluate three new separation Joint
configurations designed for shock level reduction. In all cases, the shock
environment was significantly reduced but these types of Joints were found diffi-
cult to incorporate into the present vehicle structure w_thout extensive redesign
and analysis. However, these Joints could be used in new vehicle designs.
Report No. 1089 ccvers tests performed on a special spacecraft structure which is
protected during launch by a shroud. The shroud release _chanism is activated
by pyrotechnic devices. The separation system consists of a preloaded strap and
four strap cutters designed so as to reduce the pyrotechnic shock environment.
The shock levels recorded during tests w_re significantly lower than those genera-
ted by the standard seoaration Joint.
Report No. 1340 covers booster adapter separation develo=mnt testing carried out
on a _llly operational development test vehicle. The pyrotechnic shock environ-
ment was measured at selected locations on the vehicle in order to obtain
environmental data. No failure of any kind occurred durin_ testing and all sys-
te_,_ remained operational.
Report No. 1377 covers tests performed for separation of a payload fram the
booster vehicle. These tests were carried out with a si_mlated spacecraft shruc-
ture which included mass and c.g. simulated equipment of interest in crder to
gather environmental data. Although the data contained considerable scatter, a
general attenuation curve was defined that would provide conservative estimates
of the shock level at any point in the structure.
Repeatability of the shock envirora_ent for two firings is also investigated with
the data from these tests.





In the.._ analysis of the data presented in this section, special attention was paid
to the development of a curve of shock attenuation versus distance from the shock
source which would be applicable to the type of structure normally encountered on
spacecraft and other similar vehicles.
An attempt at producing such a curve was found to be very difficult because of the
interaction between vehicle modes and the high frequency shock response. Consid-
erable additional analysis will be required in order to _mprove our estimating
technique in this area.
_'OR_ LMIIC IS?l? |












Report No. 606A - Flight Data Analysis of Bcoster
Separation and Fairing Ejection Events
Report No. 674 - Booster Adapter and Horizon Sensor
Fairing Separation - Confidence and Environmental
Determination Tests
Report No. 768 - Evaluation of Different Methods of
Reducing _roshock Environment on Equipment Located
near Separation Joint
Report No. 790 - Dynamic Evaluation of _he _ Band,
Expander Tube and Spring Clamp Separation Joints
Report No. 1080 - Payload Ahead of Forward Rack -
Shroud Separation
Report No. 1340 - Booster Adapter Functional/Environ-
mental Determinaticn Test





8.3 Shock Environment Level as a Function of Distance
from Source
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SECTION I I . A
Deter,ination of Attenuation with Respect to Standard
Joint Data from Section II.A.4 - Table II.A.4.3
Comparison of Attenuation Provided by the Vaxicus
Separation Joints Presented in this Study
Shock Spectrum Envelope of Peak G Values - Data from
Section II. &.3













Comoarison of Shock Levels Generated by Standard Joint
and Four Other T_es of Joints Discussed in Sections
II.A.3, II.A.4 and II.A.5
Shock Attenuation Versus Distance to Shock S_ce
Trend of Attenuation Versus Distance from Shock Source
for Each Octave Band - Reference: Section II.A.5
Approximation of Shock Attenuation Versus Distance from
Shock Source as a Punction of Frequency - Raference:
S_ctlon II.A.6
Attenuation Versus Frequency Along Primary S_ructure -
Reference: Section II.A.7
"Example of Application of Peak G Shock Attem_ation to
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FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS OF BOOSTER SEPARATION
AND FAIR/NG JETTISON EVENTS
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SECTI ON I I . A . I
SUMMARY
The primary purpose of Report 606A was to present the results of the data analysis
which was completed on data taken from a flight vehicle during the booster adapter
separation arid horizon sensor fairing ejection events. These results were to be
compared with results obtained from identical measurement locations during ground
booster-adapter separation and horizon sensor fairing ejection tests on a similar
vehicle. The purpose was to verify the ground test shock levels and to determine
bhe effect of _he atmosphere on the shock amplitudes. Agreement between flight
and ground measurements would indicate that the ext_nsiw_ ground test data was
valid and could 5e used to esbablish design and test cr_terha.
The range settings of the accelerometers that were to measure the shock in the
forward rack on the _lidance module which originated from the horizon sensor
fairing ejection were set very high. In addition, the data channels were vary
noisy and therefore the shock data was lost in the noise level of the telemetry
data channel.
Measurements were also made at the end of the aft rack (aft bulkhead) and at the
engine cone/aft rack interface. Althou_ the range settings for these accelero-
_eters were more compatible with the shock levels, the noise level was still
quite high and, combined with electrical interferenc_ ma_ked the shock data so
as to make a correlation to ground test data almost impossible.
The test results were mostly inconclusive and flight data from identical measure-
_ents on a l_ter, classified flight were used to fulfill the purpose of the
measurement program as outlined above. In brief, measurements from the classio
fied vehicle showed very good correlation with the ground test data above 500 Hz.
It was later shown that the data did not correlate below 500 Hz because of low
f_equency components in the telemetry channel noise signal.
OFi_4 LM$C 870_'2




The results of the test program, including the classified vehicle mea_nts,
showed that the density of the atmosphere has little or no effect on the shock
levels above 500 Hz. The test resu_tsare inconclusive _ith respect to atmos..
pheric damping below 500 Hz, however it is quit_ doubtful that the difference in
atmospheric density could affect the shock am,plitude to any significant degree.
_OF_M *,.MSC $767-;_
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Data from tests of various separation system primacord joint configura-
tions _._vcaled that these pryot_chnic devices yielded high acceleration
shocks of characteristics which were not duplicated by qualification
test methods that wer_ available at t.he time report 606A was written.
A t,;st program was initlat_._d to provide a definition of the shock en-
vironnent which exisfed in the booct vehicle as a result of the detona-
tion of these and other pyrotechnic devices ( e.g_ horizon sensor fair-
ing pin pushers).
The test program was conducted in two phases. First, ground tests were
performed on a vehicle which contained _xtensive shock measurement in-
stramentation (Section II.A.2). Sec,nd, selected measurements were
mad_ during the flights of two vehicles, one of which was classified.
The results from the unclassified flight vehacle tes t are presented in
this report, 606A.
Of special intcrest (in addition to defining the proper shock environ-
ment for use in establishing future design and test criteria) it was
desired to determine the effect, if any, of the atmosphere on the shock
amplitude.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY     C/A955903RE,-_,., o _




II.__._A.I.2.1 'l'_st, Co__n and Instrumentatinn
Th-_ t_st _as cond,,cted on a fli_,,ht vehicle which was instrumented _ith
six shock acc_l;'romet_rs and une nolle transducer:_ to measure t.he shock
_nvironacnt g:neratcd during the boDster adapter separation event and
the horizon sensor door ej_ction event. A summar! of the instrumenta-
tion is presented in Table II.A.l.1 and illustration of the instr,lmen-
tation locations for the booster adapter separation event is sho'mu in
Figure II.A.l.1. Acceleromcters for the groum_d test of a similar ve-
hicle were located in exactly the same positiorAs as t_he accelerometers
for the fli_,ht vehicle test (see Sectio_ II.A.2).
Data from acceleroaeters i, 2 and 7 was lust due to system electrical
noise. Accelerometer 6 w;s p_rposely shorted to determine the system
noise level during the shock.
Each of the measurement channels were calih_a+_d bo determine their roll
off c.haracteristics. The roll-off is illustrated in Figure II.A.1.2.
Each of the shock spectra should be adjusted upward at t._m higher
frequencies to correct for the roll off. Fur ew_uple, the shock spec-
tra for acceleromet_rs 5 and 6 should be Imll+_plied by a factor of
1/.80 = 1.25 at 2500 Hz to obtain the proper shoc_ response level.
II.A.1.2.2 Test R_sults
, em
The resu]t_ of this test sre presented in the form of c_ock spectra
with their corresponding oscillograms in Figures II.A.I.3 to II.A.l.7.
The shock spectra are presented for a Q of 50 for accolerom_ter 3 and
for Q's of 5, 1_.6, 50, 1OO and 108 for accelerometers, 4, 5, and G.
The results f_m this flight test may be co upared with results from the
same accelero.meter locations of the ground test which are presented in
Figures I[.A.2.22 to II.A.2.25.
* - The noise transducer consisted of a shorted accolerometer
LO(jKHEE[) MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Figure II.A.I.3 presents the results from accelerometer number 3 which
was located in the longitudinal directlon at the engine cone - aft rack
interface. The calibration of the flight data channel for this trans-
ducer was incorrec _ Artificial scale factors were used to show the
general shape of the shock spectrun,. As indicated in the figure, the
data below lOO Hz is largely noise. The oscillogram and shock spectrum
from the corresponding ground ,neasurement is shown in Figure II.A.2.22.
Figure II.A.I.4 presents the results from accelerometer number 4 which
wa_ located in the radial direction at the engine cone - aft rack inter-
face. This is the best data of all the measurements. Although system
noise is very strong at 2500 Hz, the shock transient is clearly
observable in the oscillogram and shows up at 800 Hz in the shock
spectrum, lhe oscillogram and shock spectrum from the corresponding
ground measurement is shown in Figure II.A.2.23.
Figure IIoA.I.5 presezts the results _¢om acceler_eter number 5 which
was located in the longitudinal direction on the aft bulkhead of the
aft rack. The oscillogram and shock spectru_L from the corresponding
ground measurement i_ shown in Figure II.A.2.2_ Comparison of the
ground and flight measurements shows that the flight Jpectrum for
accelerometer number 5 is much higher than would be e,_ected from the
ground test data. Very high g spikes appear in the flight oscillogram.
These spikes are believed to be electrical in r_t_Ire and are not
representative of the actual shock.
Figures II.A.I.6 and II.A.I.7 present the results from accelerometer
number 6 whicb was shorted to measure the effect of shock on the noise
level of the data. The meast,rementwhich produced the shock spectrum
of Figure II.A.I.6 was taken before the shock and the measurement of
Figure II.A.I.7 was taken during the shock. Comparison of the two
spectra indicates that the shock did not raise the system noiss level.
FOBM LI_I$C 57117 _




Pigures II.A.I.8 to II.A.i.IO present the results of an analysis to
show the error which results in reading narrow band data in 1/3 octave
bands at the 1/3 octave center frequency. The three figures indicate
that reading the data in this manner can produce _;ignificant error.
For example, the shock spectrum for accelerometer number 3 at the 1/3
octave center frequency of 2000 Hz reads 3000 g's. If an error in the
frequency of only five percent were possible to accumulate during the
data acquisitionand data reduction processes, the actual reading could
have occurred anywhere in the frequency range of 19OO to 21OO Hz.
Thus the actual g level might have been anywhere from IOOO to 8250 g's.
The total possible error which could result from reading two plots
from two similar measurements at the 1/3 octave center frequencies could
_hus be as much as a factor of 8.25.
Anot,hor method which is used at LMSC to read shock spectra is to
rea_ the peak shock spectrum value in a 1/3 octave band. This method is
more conservative but reduces the error due to frequency shift. As an
example, if the maximum peak were read in the 1800 to 2240 Hz band,
there would have been no error in the reading even if the frequency of
the peak _ere shifted byas much as five percent (1900 to 2200Hz)
since the 1/3 octave band (1800 to 2240 Hz) includes this range.
'I'_ data also shows, because of its transient cuaracteristics, that the
shock spectzum amplitude is only sli_,htly dependent on the (Q) used in
the analysis. See Section II.A.7 for more £nformatlon on Q vs
amplitude.





Because of the noise conteut in the TM channels the data presented in
this report for a flight vehicts is generally oi"poor quality.
The shock measurements which were intended to measure the shock from
horizon sensor fairing ejec£ionwere not obtained as the levels were
below the TM noise threshold.
A comparison of the shock spectrum of the noise channel before and
during shock indicated that the shock did not increase the noise level.
A study of the channel roll-off characteristics of the flight data
indicated a roll-off of the signal by as much as 20 percent at 2500 Hz
on some channels.
A study of the error which is possible by reading that data at the 1/3
octave center frequencies showed that reading two sets of data from
identical measurement locations in this manner can result in a reading
error of a factor of 8.25by virtue of a five percent shift in frequency
in data acquisition and reduction.
Comparison of the data from this vehicle and that from the flight of
the similar, classified vehicle with a ground test vehicle in which
measurements were made in the same locations indicates good correlation
above 500 Hz. This indicates that atmospheric density has little effect
in this frequency region on the shock amplitude. Below 500 Hz, the
results are inconclusive because of the low frequency noise content in
the TM channel, however, it is believed that the atmospheric density
also had very ]i_tl, effect below 500 Hz.
OIq_l i.lvllC 1717-|
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The test results of this report, in conjunction with the ground test
results and the test results from the classifiud vehicle, indicated
potentially damaging shock levels can be generated at equipment by the
booster adapter separation event and the horizon sensor fairing ejection
event.
A recommendation was made soon after this report was written that, in
view of the high shock levels, equipment should be reviewed for its
susceptibility to pyro shock and that susceptible equipment be either
moved to another location or shock mounted. Additional pyro shock
tests were recommended to evaluate shock mounts.
On the basis of this test series, the barrel tester was reccemended for
qualifying equipment for pyro shock over other suggested methods because
of the importance of duplicating the actual environment as closely as
possible.
It was further recomnended that shock spectra, not peak g's, should be
u_ed to establish qualification test requirements because the shock
spectrum provides a more reliable and compreheneive definition of the
excitation which exists throughout the frequency range and takes into
consideration the number of excitation cycles.
* Sen Section II.F.2
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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BOOSTER ADAPTER AND HORIZON SENSOR FAIRING SEPARATION
- CONFIE_-_CE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMI_;ATION TESTS
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SECTION II . A. 2
o U M M A P_Y
TWO booster separation and two horizon sensor fairing ejection tests were conduc-
ted on a flight vehicle at Santa Cruz Test Base as a means of confidence testing
and to determine the pyro shock environment in the vehicle. At the time that
these tests were conducted no facility was available to test components for pyro
shock and a rull scale _ehicle test was the only available means of accomplishing
the test obiective.
As a result of the test, shock attenuation versus distance along structure was
established for the booster separation event based on peak g readings from the
oscillograms. A more detailed comparison with attenuation versus distance for
shock spectra indicates that the attenuation versus distance developed from
peak g readings of oscillograms cannot be used with certainty for predicting
attenuation versus dis Gance for any particular frequency since the response at
any frequency depends on the modal characteristics at the measurement locations
and these modal characteristics are different for each location.
The attenuation versus distance curve which has been developed here can, however,
be used as a general indication of the overall shock reduction as a function of
distance along structure. The curve indicates that the peak shock levels decrease
exponentially; the shock levels at 22 inc_es from the joint are reduced to half
of what the peak shock levels are at h.6 inches from the Joint.
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II. A. 2 .i INTRODUCTION
Two sets of separation tests were carried oub, respectively labelled
(IA, 2A) and (i. 2). They are briefly described below:
In Test IA, the pin pushers which eject the horizon sensors were
fired (two pin pushers for each fairing). In Test 2A, the booster
adapter separation joint was detonated.
For Test 2, the booster adapter separation joint thickness was in-
creased from .082 inch to .088 inch. The purpose of the thicker
separation joint was an attempt to produce the highest flight shock
level since previous experimental tests had shown that joint thick-
ness had an influence on shock levels. In adaition, a blank engine
cone panel was replaced by an equipment panel which had a configur-
ation similar to that which would be used for subsequent vehicles.
For Tests i and 2 some of the accelerometer range settings as %mll
as some of _he locations were changed.




IT.A.2.2 DTS_JSSTON AND ANALYSIS
I F.A.2.2.1 Test Configuration and Instrumentation
The test specimen consisted of a complete functional vehicle. This
included a booster adapter mock-up. _le entire vehicle with booster
adapter mock-up was suspended vertically in a test stand at SCTB. For
the booster separation tests the booster adapter was allowed to free-
fall. The fall was arrested by cables.
The booster separation joint is illustrated in Figure TI.&.2.1. The
separation joint consists of a IO grain/foot MDF charge which is con-
Lained in a circumferential back-up ring. Detonation of the charge
induces failure in the adapter skin at the indicated notches. Test 2
was conducted with a standard skin thickness of .082 inch and Test 2A
with a skin thickness of .088 inch, .003 inch abov_ the maximum toler-
ance thickness for flight haraware.
A detail of the horizon sensor fairing system is given in Figure
II.A.2.2. The locaticn of the horizon senscr fairing system _h
respect to the forward rack is detailed in Figure II.A.2.6.
Endevco 2225 and Glenite 314 TMV piezoelectric accelerometers were
mounted in the locations shown by station number in Figure II.A.2.3 for
Tests IA and 2A and in Figure II.A.2.4 for Tests i and 2. Exact loca-
tions for the booster separstion tests (2 and 2A) are shown in
Figure TI.A.2._ and for the horizon sensor fairing tests (I and L%) in
FiRure IY.A.2.6. Some of the locations were used for both tests.
The transducers were attached to magnesi,m blocks by means of studs.
The blocks were in turn either bolted on bo the cehicle structure or
bonded with an adhesive.





The data was analyzed primarily be means of high speed oscillograph
records. Shock spectra were made from some of the accelerometer
measurements From Test,_ I and 2. This consisted of fo'Ar shock spectra
out of twelve mea_mwements for Test 1 (._i_Ares !I.A.2.10 to II.A.2.13)
and twelve shock _pectra out of twenty-four measurements for Test 2
(Fi_nlre_ II.A.2./JA to II.A.2.25). FiKures II.A.2.26 to II.A.2.29 are
comparisons of shock levels and shock :;pcctra from booster separation
and horizon sensor fairing ejection for _elected accelerometer locations
The high speed oscillograms for test serien i (Tests IA and 2A) and for
the balance of Tests 1 and 2 are presented in Figures II.k.2.30 to
II. A.2.36.
Peak g readings for each of tile measu_vements are presented in Table
II.A.2.6. The peak g rea_.ings from accelerometers mounted on main
structure are presented in Table II.A.2,7 as a function of distance
from the shock source for booster separation and fairing e,i%ction.
These readings are also presented in Figure I[.A.2.7. The data points
for the booster separation test have been averaged for each case where
more than one measurement was taken at the sa_,e distance from the
source. A smooth curve was then constructed based on the average shock
levels. Thls curve was then normalized so that the averaged shock as
recorded at 5 inches from the Joint corresponded to I00 percent and the
.rest of the curve drawn in accordingly (Figure II.A.2.8). This curve
then represents the shock attenuation as a function of distance along
structure which can be expected from detonation of the ten _rain MDF
booster separation Joint.
Presented in Figure II.A.2.9 are three shock spectra from Test 2 of
accelerometers 5, 20 rnd 19 which were located h.6, 26.6 and 112.2
Unches from the separation Joint respectively. The peak g shock levels
from the real t_me oscillograas of these measurements were used to con-
struct the shock attenuation versus distance curve of Figure II.A.2.8.
The purpose of Figure [i.A.2.9 is to show shock attenuation versus
distance with frequency as an additional parameter.
(JW_L* L..P.tIIC @_@7




IT.A.2.2.3 Test Conditions and Results
Test Series It Test 1A
The horizon sensor fairings were ejected in this test. The two falrings
are mounted to the outside of the Agena forward e_lipment section. They
protect the horizon sensor heads from environments ennounteredduring the
ascent phase of flight. E_ch fairin_ located as shown in Figure
II.A.2.6, is held against the outside skin by means of two pyrotechnic
pin pushers . Local structural reinforcement is provided by
plates which span the rings at Stations 247 and 273. Detonation of the
pin pushers removes the shear attachment between the fairings and the
plates and allows the fair_n_s to Jettison.
Results of Test IA can be observed in the real time oscillograms of
Figure II.A.2.32. Peak g levels have been entered in Table II.A.2.6.
The oscillograms indicate that the shock origirating from the horizon
sensor fairin_ ejection Ls _i_m_flc_ntly _ttenuated in the aft _rea
o[ the vehlc]e.
Test Series l, Test 2A
A standard I0 grain/foot MDF prlmacord _as usea in booster adapter
separation Test 2A. A sketch of the separation Joint config%ration is
shown in FiEure II.A.2.1. Detonation of the c_ge causes the adapter
skin to fall at the three notches which run ci_cumferentially around
the adapter.
Kea± time osclllograms of the Test 2A booster separation shock measure-
ments are presented in Figures II.A.2.33 to II.A.2.3_. Peak g levels
are recorded in Table _I.A.2.6. The accelerometers located near the
separation Joint (5, 6, 7 and 8),as well aa acceierometer 12, fell off
in testing. This Inv_l_dated these measurements.
")_'_ L '*@C I1?I? 2





Examination of the oscillograph records indicates that although the
shock was significantly attenuated going from th_ separation Joint to
the forward rack, a substantially larger number _f peak excitation
cycles were present in the forward section than sere observed on the
engine cone near the shock source.
Test Serles 2_ Test I
Test I was another horizon sensor fairing ejection test. The only
difference between this test and the previou_ horizon sensor fairing
ejection test was in relocation of four of the accelerometers and
substitution of a panel with equipment for a blank engine cone panel.
Real time oscillograms were produced for all twelve measurements and
shoc_ :;pectra for four of the measurements. The four shock spectra
along with their corresponding oscillograms, are shown in Figures
!I.A.2.10 to II.A.2.13. The rest of the oscillograms are presented
in Figure II.A.2.30. Peak amplitudes for Test 1 are summarized in
Table II.A.2.6.
Again, no measurable excitation was evident in the aft section which
confirmed that the pin pusher detonatioz is a local effect. The four
shock spectra confirmed the presence of the 500 cycle mode observed
in Test IA. The radial measurements were observed to be predominantly
higher than the axial measurements.
Test Series 2_ Test 2
As in Test 2A, a standard iO graln MDF primacord was used zn Test 2,
howevec, the Joint thickness was increased from .082 inch to .088 inch
to attempt to produce the highest shock which aight be enco_Itered in
flight. As in Test l, a blank engine cone panel was replaced with an
equipment panel and a nun_er of accelerometers were relocated. The
accel-romet_rs near the booster adapter were belted to the stcu:ture to
prevant them from breaking looa6 as in Tes_ 2A.
*roI 44 Lk4C ll?ll? ,t
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Real time oscillographs were produced for all twenty-four of the
measurements as well as shock zpe<:tra for twelve of the measurements.
The shock :;pectra w_th their corresponding oscillo_rams are preeented
in Figures YI.;.2.1h to !I.A.2.25 and the rest of the oscillograms in
Figure YI.A.2.31. Table II.A.2.6 summarizes the peak amplitudes as
observed from th_ real time oscillo£rams.
Table II.A.2.6 indicates that there was little difference in the shock
levels of the two booster adapter separation tests. This test confil_ed
the presence of a proportionately greater number of peak excitation
cycles in the forward section. Even though these excitations are lower
in amplitude, they are nevertheless an important consideration in
arriving at a suitable shock test criteria which will qualify e_lipment
for this environment.
The shock spectra of Figures II.A.2.26 to I[.A.2.29 compare shock
levels (fro,u aocelerometers 1A) 2A, 18 and 19) in the forward area from
boos+mr separation and horizon s_nsor fairin_ ejection. These compari-
sons i_icate that Lhe horizon sensor fairing ejection produces the more
severe environmcnt.
II.A.2.2.4 Shock Ati_nuatlon Versus Distance
Figure II.A.2.8, which was derived as indicated in Section II.A.2.2.2,
indicates the shock attenuation as a function of distance along struc-
ture based on peak g levels fr_ the oscillograms.
Since the attenuation curve is based on peak g levels, application of
this figure should be limited to cases where it is desired to determine
the general severity between measurement locations cr to set equipment
operating range_. When it is desired to deten_±ne the severity of shock
between measurements at a particular frequency as, for exampln, applying
shock attenuation to shock spectra, the attenuation curve of Figure
If.A.2.8 can cause significant error_ in predictions.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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This is illustrated in Figure IY.A.2.9 which presents shock _pecbra
measurements which were used to define the shock attenuation curve at
three different locations along the structure and the predicted shock
spectra based on the shock spectrum at five inches from the Joint.
of
Based on the attenuation curve of Figure II.A.2.8, the shock spectrum
of measurement 20, 26.6 inches from the source, would be reduced to
41 percent of the level of _he shock spectrum of measurement 5. Figure
II.A.2.9 shows this generally not to be the case. In fact, at 800 Hz,
the shock spectrum from measurement 20 is h40 percent higher than the
predicted spectrum whereas at 6300 Hz the shock level from measurement
20 is only 37 percent of the predicted shock level.
The predicted shock _pectrum of measurement 19, 112.2 inches from the
source is seen to agree more c]osely wlth the predicted spectru_but
individual 1/3 octave band consideration still indica÷_s a considerable
error in predicted values in some bands.
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II.A.2.3 CONCLUSION 3
The ve_cle full scale booster sepaeation and horizon sensor fairing
ejection tests were successful in developing confidence in the vehicle
to wlthst;md major pyre events in lieu of a satisfactory component
pyTotechnlc test facility.
The horizon sensor fairing ejection shock levels were localized to the
forward area with little or no shock observed aft of the booster adapter
separation plane.
Shock levels from the horizon sensor fairing event are genera]ly more
severe in the forward rack than shock levels from the booster adapter
separation event.
Calculation of shock attenuation as a function of distance indicates
that the shock attenuates along the stzacture exponentially with
50 percentreduction occtu'rlng at 22 inches fro,n the separation Joint
based on lO0 percent levels at 4.6 inches from the Joint.
The shock attenuation-distance curve developed in this report cam be
used to determine equipment operating ranges and to determine general
levels of severity between shock measurements.
The _hock attenuation curve should be used cautiously in predicting the
reduction in shock spectrum levels since it does not consider frequency
as a parameter.
A shock spectrum analysis accounts for the number of cycles at every
frequency and thus is a desirable nethod of measuring pyre shock.
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ACCELEROMETERS AND LOCATIONS - STRUCTURE
TESTS I AND 2
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IA 266 R O 119.4
2A 266 L O 119.'_
390 L 122 4.6
6 390 R 122 h.6
7 390 L 124 _16
8 390 R 12_ b.6
_o _2 L _ 26.6
11 hL? _ _ 26._
12 396.5 R 130.5 Ii.I
396.5 R 130.5 Ii,I
16
273.2 R 7.2 112.2
19 273.2 L 7.2 112.2
20 412 L ]_6.O 26.6
21 412 R 146.0 26.6
22 462.5 L 196.5 77,1
































ACCEI_'RCI_ AND LOOA'_ION - B(_
TESTS I/k AND 2A
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TABLE II.A.2.4
ACCELEROEETERS AND LOCATION8 - BOXES
T STS 1 AND 2
Accelerometer Bex
Number


































L },02 136 16.6
R },02 136 16.6
R },07 141 _1.6
R 267 1.0 D8.b
L 231 35 154.4
L 231 35 154.4
R 398 132 12.6
273
273
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IO Qr/ft HDF _x_ter Non_
Separation
SQUIBS Fairir_ Jebt. No_e
IO Or/ft MDF Booster None
Separatio_
S_IBS Fairing Jeff. None
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OSCYLIDGR_ FEAY q _ADYNC_5 - ARRANGED BY DISTANCE FROM SHOCK SOURCE
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Figure II.A.?.9 EXAMPLE OF AFFLICATION OF PEAK O
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SHOCK TEST ANALYS'S DATA SHEE T !I,A.2,10
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S4.1OCK TEST ANALYSIS OATA ShI_ET II.A.2.12
TEST I TEH 674-5h ._ P'ART N_. STRUCTURE
SERIAL NO. _ "TEST I)ATE !7 OCT !963
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SHOCK TEST, ANALYSIS OATA S_EET E.A.2._3
TEST ITEM 67_4-55 PART NO, STRUCTU-RE
SERIAL NO. TEST OATE l"r 0-2[' ],963
StiOCK AXIS LO]_GIYUDII_L SHOCK NO. I
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SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II, A.2,]J_
TEST ITEM 674-56 'PART NO. STRUCTURE
SER[AL N0, TEST DATE 17 OCT.1963
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SHOCK rEST ANALYSIS OATA SHEET II.A.2.15
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_CK TEST ANALYSIS O_TA _EET II.A.2.18
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S E C T I O N I! . A . 3
' SUMMARY
L
k series of full ring booster adaptor separation tests was conducted to evaluate
methods of reducing the shock ._v_ron_ent on vehicle equipment @iring the pyro-
tec_:ic separation of the booster adaptor Joint.
Two phases of testing were pursued. The first was a Joint redesign investigation
wherein the geometry of the existing separation Joint was altered. The second
was an evaluation of rubber shock isolators for equipment mounting.
D_ring th3 Joint redesign phase, reductions in shock levels by factors of from
1.52 to 2.68 (50th percentile values - see Table II.A.3.3) were noted with the
greatest reduction achieved when the tang _n the explosive housing ring was
removed from the proximity of the lip on the engine cone casting (see _igure
II.A.3.1, configurations 3 and 7). However, since the shock re@_ction factors
were based on only one baseline firing with a standard joint, the shock reduction
was insignificant when compared with the spread in shock levels w_ich would occur
were a representative saz_le of baseline tests conducted.
During the rubber shock isolator evaluation phase, 5Oth percentile reduction
factors of all measurements, taken on isolated equipment_varied from 1.8 at 125 Hz
to 7.4 at 500 Hz (Table II.A.3.h). This re@_ction was significant and a rec_xm-
mendation was made to evaluate several co_m_ercial isolators for possible use in
isolation of shock sensisive equipment. During the te_t without shock isolators,
measurements from the base of the bracket were compared to measurements _Tom the
base of equi_-nent to determine the effectiveness of the no_al mounting brack_Jts
in reducing the shock. Average bracket reduction factors ranged up to 9.5 at
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The ground rules for this series of tests was to find a means of reduc-
ing significantly the shock environment to which equipment was subjected
during the pyrotechnic vehicle separation event by means of a simple fix
which could have immediate application to a simple vehicle retro-f_t.
The first eight tests were an attempt to reduce the shock by modifying
the separation Joint. Test 1 of the series was conducted with a
standard Joint. Tests 2 through 8 were tb_n compared to Test 1.
Shock mounts were installed under five pieces of equipment in Test 9 in
an attempt _o reduce the booster separation shock loading. The shock
mounts _re removed in Test lO and measurements nmde in the same loca-
tions as Test 9. The results of this test were compared to the results
of Test 9 to determine the shock isolator effectiveness.
OlltW LMIIC tST@:'.;_
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II.A.3.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
m
II.A.3.2.1 Test Set-Up and Instrumentation
The test specimen consisted of an aft rack with only the equipment of
interest mounted on it. A mock-up booster adapter housed the aft rack
and attached at the booster adapter separation Joint. The assembly was
hung vertically in a test stand at SCTB and. when the joint was fired,
the booster adapter was allowed to free-fall. The fall was arrested by
cables a+tached to the adapter.
In the first eight tests, various modification3 of the standard separa-
tion Joint were used to conduct a shock re@action study. The eight
configurations are Illustrated in Figure II.A.3.1. The location of the
Endevco 2225 piezoelectric transducers for the first eight bests is
shown in Figure II.A.3.2 arid listed in Table II.A.3.1.
Tests 9 and I0 were a study of shock iso_at=on by means of rubber shock
isolators which were placed beneath the feet of selected equipment.
The box locations on the engine thrust cone are illustrated in
Figure II.A.3.3 along with acceleroneter locations. More detailed
drawings of the equipment and the accelerometer locations are included
in Figure II.A.3.4 along with a typical shock isolator detail.
II.A.).2.2 Anal[sisMethods
II.A.).2.2,1 Joint Redesign Phase
The data from Tests I through 8 were analyzed by means of high speed
oscillograph records of the accelerometer measurements. These oscillo-
grams are included in Figures II.A.3.46 to II,A.3.52, The maximum
0 to peak g level was recorded from these oscillograms for each test
for each of twelve measurements made on structo_re near the boos*4r
separation Joint. The maximum g levels from Te_ts 2 through 8 were I
lratloed to Test I to obtain the shock reduction factors (Table II.A.3.3).These factors were tnen plotted on a log-normal probability grid for
each t_st to determine the 50th percentile shock reduction
(Fi_u-e II.A.3.5). The 50th percentile value represents the most
probable value (not neceszarily the average value) of shock reduction
for that particular configuration.




I!.A._2.2.2 Shock Isolator Phase
IT_ data from Tssts 9 and I0 were analyzed by means of high speed
oscillograph records and shock spectra of the accelerometer measure-
ments. The oscillograms and shock spectra are presented in Figures
II.A.3.9 to II.A.3.45.
The shock isolator test series, Tests 9 and IO, were conducted to
determine not only the shock reduction which c_ald be realized by use
of the isolators, but also to determine the shock reduction through the
equipment mounting brackets alone.
The isolator reduction factors were determined for eaca 1/3 octave band
beginning with the 90 to ll2 Hz band by taking the ratio of the hard-
mount equipment measurements (Test lO) to the soft-mount equipment
measurements (Test 9). To compensate for the difference in shock levels
between tests, the above ratio was _altiplied by the ratio of the
measurement taken at the base of the equipment dur_n_ the soft-mount
test _o the measurm_ent taken at the same locaticn duriag the hard-mount
test. These factors are presented in Table II.A.3.4. The ratios were
then used to produce probability plots for each 1/3 octave band
(Figure iI.A.3.6). From these probability plots the 5Oth percentile
values were eeiected which represented the most probable reduction
factors. These factors are presented in Fi_e II.A.3.7 as a function
of frequency.
T_ determine the shock reduction through the eeuipment mot_uting bracket
for each 1/3 octave band, in the test without Isolator3 the measurement
taken f-om the base of the equipment bracket was ratioed to the measure-
ment taken fr_, _he accelerometer at the ba_e of the equipment which
was oriented in the same d_rection as the accelerometer at the ba_e of
the equipmer_t mounting bracket. _? reduction f_ctors which were
obtaiued for each equipment were then aver_gsd (Table £I.A.3.5). The
average reduction factors as a function of frequenc2 for equipment
brackets are _.esented in F_gure II.A.3.8.





!I.A.3.2.3 rest Conditions and Results
II.A.3.2.3.1 Joint Redesign T_sts
Each of the Joint configura%ions tested are illustrated in Figure
II.A.3.1. Test results for Tests I through _ are presented in
Table IY.A.3.3 as max_ 0 to peak g readings oC the real time
osclllo@rams. Also presented in this table are the shock reduction
factors for Tests 2 through 7 based on the ,standard Joint separation
test levels of Test I. No data w_re received from Test 8 due to a
recording system malfunction.
Test I
_est i used a standard separation Joint to establish the base fur
determination of the shock reduction in the next seven tes4s in which
the separation Joint would be modified in an attempt to attenuate the
shock.
The test was accomplished satisfactorily. Measuremsnts t&ken from this
test were to be used as a base for debermining the shock reduction in
the n_xt seven tests.
Test 2
For Test 2 the forward tang o? _he e_)losive housing ring was removed
to check the effect t.hat retention of the exp]OSlVe housing ring would
have on the shock lsv_l.
Test 2 resulted in a 1.52 shock reduction factor (5Oth percentiT_
value). _,_hereappeaz_d to be less attenuati=n _n the shock levels in
locations furt_her removed from the separation joint than was obse:w_d
in locations in relatively close proximity to the Joint.
The configur_;ion tested durln£ t_--Isshnt was very similar to that of
Test 2. The tang of the explosive h_Islng ring was aNain removed but
b,_-up stilfener was added to Ceterm[ne _f retention of the ring in









The data from four of the accelerometers was Icsto This reduced the
confidence in the calculated reduction factors. The existing data
indicated that the addition of the back-up stiffener reduced the shock
levels by a 50th percentile factor of 2.30. I[owever,it was noted that
post of the data from the accelerometers located furthermost from the
Joint (the z_rthermost data indicated the least attenuation in Test 2)
was lost. A point by point comparison of the available data from Test 3
with correspondzng data of Test 2 indicated only a slight additional
decrease in shock was obtained during Test 3 (see Table II.A.3.3).
Test h
Five grain FLSC was installed in the standard joint configuration to
compare the shock which originated from this =barge with the usual
i0 gr _DF. To obtain the proper separation distance for the FLSC
it was necessary to notch the skin on the outside rather than on the
inside.
The 50th percentile s,hockreduction factor for this test was 1.6b. The
shock reduction was attributed to the reduced explosive charge rather
than to the cutting action of the FLSC since the FISC and MDF both
zemoved _ll the metal between the outermost notches in t_e adapter skin.
The amount of shock reduction appeared to be independent of the distance
_-om the separation Joint since approximately the same reductions were
noted on all accelerometers.
Tes_.._t5
Test 5 was conducted with _he same separ_ticn Joint as was u_-ed in
baseline Test I with the except_ _n that f_ur different gas shields wmre
added behind the e_?losive housing ring. This t_st was intended to
check the rem, lts of Test 2.
The results of this test showed very. close agre_ent with those of
Te_t 2. The 5Oth percentile shock r_ctlon f_ctor w_J 1.89while the
Test 2 value was !.52. The same trends were noticec i_ the Te,t 2 and
Test 5 data.
(DllM Li_IC _?@? 2







The Test 6 Joint configuration differed from the standard Joint In that
the skin was pre-cut at the center groove. Tape was used to hold the
_ect_ons together until detonation. This test was intended to deter_tine
the amount of shock produced by cutting the metal.
After detonation the Joirlt was noted to have separated along the two
outer notches in the same manner as the standard Joint configuration.
It was therefore impossible to evaluate the cffect of the metal cutting
during the test. However it is significant to note that since only a
1.71 5Oth percentile shock reduction factor vas realized, the actual
separation action was probably identical to the standard test. The
test also showed that venting of the explosive lases will not reduce
the shock environment.
Test ?
Contact betw_sn the explosive housing ring lip and the thrust cone cast-
ing _;as eliminated _n Test 7 by moving the explosive housing ring 3/16
of an inch a_ay from the retaining ring. The results of Test 7 were to
be compared to Test 2 to determine if greater shock reduction c¢mld be
obtained with this Joint design.
This configuration produced the greatest shock reduction of any of the
phase 1 configurations. A 5Oth percentile shock reduction factor of
2.68 was notsd. The amount oi shock reductim) was also relatively
independent of the distance of the meas-_rement from the separation
J(int. Extensive cracking of the explosive housing ring was noted
during tni_ twst. Durizg Tests 2 _nd 3, :l_ cracking was nbserved and
only minor cracking occurred during Test 5. During Tests 2 _d 3, no
cracking was observed _ad only minor cracking occua'red during Test 5.
During Tests 2, 3 and 5 the housing ring made contact with the llp on
the thrust cone casting and was therefore r_trained enough so that
extensiv_ _.-acking did not occur. During Test 7 there _ms no possibil-
ity of _och cnntact which wou]d act as a restraint against cracking.
The lower shock levels during Test V were probably a result of elim-
ination of th_ contact betw_er the housing ring and the bLrust cone
casting. Similar test results had oeen noted ir the _as _,





The pr_acord _s placed directly on the skin and secured by masking
tape. The purpose of this test was to check the effect of the explosive
housing ring by compa1'ing the results of this test to the standard Joint
results.
No data was received frum Test 8 because of a recording system mal-
function.
II.A.3.2.3.2 Shock Isolator Phase
Test 9
Test 9 was intended to determine the amount of shock reduction which was
possible through the use of rubber shock isolators as well as the
effectiveness of the brackets in reducing the shock, a typical equip-
ment shock mount is illustrated in Figure II.A.3.h. _le shock mounts
were fabricated from 1/8 inch thick silicon rubber wlth a durometer
rating of 40. This conforms to MIL-R-5847D. _._rmal contact shri:_
tube, LAC 22_LO25, Type I was placed on all mounting bolts to eliminate
any metal to metal contact between equipm6nt and structure by which
shock could be t_ansmitted. Five equipment boxes wsre shock moun" Bd at
various locations on the thrust cone. They were: an Aft Safe arm
J-box, Flight Instrumentation J-box, 1_agnetcmeter, Auxiliary Timer, and
the Flight Control Electronics package. A stlnd_-d separation Joint
co_Siguration wa= fired for this test.
Test IC
For Test i0 the shock isolation materials, rubber grnmetc, and shrink
tublng were re_oved from the Test 9 coufiguratioz_ and the five boxes
remounted in the conventional manner. As for Test 9, a standard separa-
tion Joint was fired. The results of Test IO _ould provide the standard
shock levels to wtdch the results of Test 9 ,_uld be compared to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the 3hock mount_ and of tho equipment brackets.l




Results of Tests 9 and I0
It was immediately evident after visual in_,pection of the oscillograph
records of the two tests that a substantial reduction of the shock had
been obtained with the shock isolators. A comparison based on shock
spectra of the shock measurements indicated a maximum 5Oth percentile
reduction factor of 7.4 at 500 Hz (Figure 11.A.3.7) for all brackets
from which measuremBnts were taken. The average reduction over the
I00 to IO,0OO Hz range was 3.2 based on the 5Oth percentile values.
A comparison of the shock spectra of measurements taken at the base
of the equipment mm_nting brackets and measurements taken at the equip-
ment base during Test 10 indicated average shock reduction factors of
up to 9.5 at 800 Hz with an overall average shock reduction factor over
the lO0 to IO,0OO Hz range of 3.65.
r Oli_l L_C qte7
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I. Data which came from tests in which the explosive housing tang was
eliminated showed a general r_duction in the shock environment.
2. Best results were obtafned in ?est 7 when the tang was moved away
from the retaining lip. A 5Oth percentile shock reduction factor
of 2.68 was noted for this test. This _actor is based on the
maximum 0 to peak g level from real time oscillog_aphs of all
accelerometers.
. In general the shock reduction from the Joint redesign phase of
testing was insi_nuificant when compared with the spread in shock
levels which would occur were a r_presentative sample of baseline
firings conducted. Thus none of the tee.signs produced a separa-




•"T_e use of shock isolators for equipment proved to be effective in
lessening _he equipment shock snvironment Ly reducing the shock by
a factor of 7.5 (50th percentile value) at 500 Hz and on an overall
average by a factor of 3.2 over the entire frequency spectrum of
analysis. These factors were based on measurements taken at the
base of equipments before and after shock mounting.
Equipment brackets contributed significantly themselves to reducing
the shock levels. Average shock reduction factors of up to 9.5
(at 800 Hz) were noted with an overall average reduction factor of
3.65 over the entire azmlysls frequency spectrum. (The isolator
reduction was in addition to this although the factors are not
additive.)
1 It was recommended that several co_.ercially available isolators be
evaluated for possible use in isolation of shock sensitive instru-
LLOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Test Joint Explosive Test Shock
Isolation
l l l0 Gr, _F Structure No
2 2 lO Gr. )OF Structur_ No
3 3 I0 Qr. MI_ Str_c_re No
4 4 5 Or. FLSC Structure No
5 5 lO Or. M_F Structure No
6 6 lO Or. M_F _truc1_re No
7 7 IO Or. M_F Structure No
8 lO Or. MDF Structure No
9 l lO Or, _ Box Qa,I, ros
lO 1 lO Or. MDF Born_1. No
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A series of five booster adapter separation tests were conducted to evaluate three
separation Joint configurations (Figure II.A.4.1) with the intention of reducing
significantly the shock originating from booster adapter separation. A sumRary
of the tests which were performed is presented in Table YI.A.4.2. The shock
levels produced by the separation Joints from Tests 2, 3 and 4 _mre compared with
the shock levels obtained at the same measurement locations during the standard
MDF separation Joint Test I. Comparisons were made by averaging all tl_emeasure-
ments from each test by 1/3 octave bands.
The results of these tests (Figure II.A._.3) indicate that the spring clamp joint
most significantly reduced the shock levels over the entire frequency spectrum
with shock reduction ranging from a factor of 1.4 in the 90 to 112 frequency band
on up to 14.8 in the 710 to 900 Hz band. The average z'eduction over the entire
frequency spectrum was 6.70. The spring clamp configuration, although it produced
the desired shock rmductlon, did not provide the axi_,l support that was needed in
the booster adapter separation Joint.
The expander tube configuration proved to be very comparable to the spring cla_
in its abiliby to reduce the shock environment. Shock reduction ranged from a
factor of 1.50 in the I_0 to 180 Hz range to 12.83 in the 710 to 900 Hz range with
an average reduction over the frequency spectrum of 5.95.
The V band produced the least shock reduction. The V band produced higher shock
le_le than the standard Joint below 355 Hs by as much a._a factor of 3._JA,while
above 355 Hz the V band reduced the shock by onl_ as _,.h as a factor of 5.33 in
the I_,O0 to 2250 Hz range. The higher shock levels produced by the V band separa-
tion in the low frequencxes would Imve required that all thrust cone and aft rack
equipment be requalified to the higher shock levels were this configuration to
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Booster adapter separation shock development tests were conducted wits
three different joint configurations (show_] in Figure II.A.L.I). Five
tests were conducted (see Table YI.A.h.2 for testing sequence).
Measurements were made at saven locations as shown iD Figure II.A.h.2.
Daia was lost from one of the measurements from the baseline test,
therefore only the six good data channels were used for comparison.
The fifth test (referred to as Test hA) was a test of the V-band under
ascent heating conditions. The purpose of this test was to confirm that
the V-band would operate properly in the ascent thermal environment.
The da_a from this test was not used for comparison with the standard
joint test. The analysis was based on shock spectra of each of the
measurements.






II.A.h .2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.A.h.2.1 Test Set-Up and Instrumentation
The test specimen consisted of an aft rack, engine thrust cone, and
booster adapter segment. The booster adapter segment was modified to
accept installation of the test specimen seoaration joint rings. The
separation joint configurations are sho,,m in Figure TI.A.h.l.
Seven Endevco 2225 piezoelectric accelerometers were located as shown
in Figtuu_ II.A.h.2 and indicated in Table !l._.h.l. Flow charts of the
data acquisition and data reduction systems which were used in tnese
tests are shown in Section _ of this report.
II.A.h.2.2 Analysis Methods
The data from Tests 1 through h was analyzed by means of high speed
oscillograph records and shock spectra of the seven accelerometer
meastL-ements. The oscil!ograms, along with their respective shock
spect.?a, are presented in Figures II.A.h.h to II.A.h.30. Only
oscillograph records were obtained from Test hA, the elevated tempera-
ture test of the V-band, since the oscillo_'axls indicate(! that the
elevate4 5emperatumss had little effect on the shock levels. These
oscillograms are presented in Figure II.A.h.42. The shock spectrum data
from the :_prlng clamp, expander tube, and V-band joints were then com-
pared to the data of the standard separation Joint. This was accom-
plished by _vera_Ing the shock spectrum data in each 1/3 octave band
from the acc_lerometers which corresponded to th3 six accelerometers
of the standard separation Joint test (see Table II.A.h.h). The shock
spectrum data from the standard Joint was then ratioed to the averaged
data from each of the three separation tests by 1/3 octaves. Figure
II.A.h.3 presents the results of this analysis. Anything above 1.0 on
the vertical axis represents a reduction under the standard MDF separa-
tion joint shock levels whereas anything below 1.0 represents an increase
over the standard Joint shock levels. Peak g readings for all tests and
all measurements are presented in Table II.A.h.3,
Figures II.A.h.31 th_-ough II.A.L..37.
F'ONM L_!IC B?@7





lI.A.h.2.3 Test Conditions and Results
Test 1
Test I was conducted with the standard pyrotechnic separation Joint.
A I0 grain/foot MDFwhich goes around the entire circumference of the
booste adapter fractures the adapter skin at the separation plane to
produce separation. See Pigure Ir.A.h.! for details of the standard
joint.
Test 1 apparently produced nominal shock levels representative of levels
obtained during previous tests of the same joint. No data was received
from accelerometer No. 30. The data from the remaining six
accelerometers was averaged and compared with data from each of the
three experimental joint configurations. Dat_ from the other Joints was
normalized to the standard joint shock which is represented as the
straight line at 1.O in Figure II.A.h.3.
Test 2
Test 2 was performed with the spring clamp joint which is illustrated in
Figure II.A.h.1. Deploymen_ and disengagement of the forward and aft
rings results from the unwrapping spring action of the clamp subsequent
to the firing of two explosive nuts engaged on a common stud.
The results of Test 2 are presented in Table II.A.h.[_ as an a_rage of
the six accelerometer shock levels by 1/3 octa_e bands and in Figure
II.A.[_.3 as a ratio between the standard joint and the spring clamp
jolut. Figure II,&.L.3 indicates that this Joint configuration was most
effective Of all the Joints tested in reducing the separation Joint
shock levels. Shock reduction wa_ most effective above 560 Hz with a
maximum reduction bye factor of IL.8 in the 7]0 to 900 Hz range. Shock
reduction below 560 Hz varied from 3.Sh down to l.h. Average shock
reduction over the entire frequency spectrum was 6.7.
Unfortunately the spring clamp Joint does not provide the structural
support in the axial direction which is required at the separation Joint
anduntil the spri_g clamp system could be modified to provide the
needed support, it could not be incorporated into the vehiclr_.
O_ _ _SC _767 2





Test 3 _s achieved with the expander tube joint illu_trated in
Pigure II.A.4.1_ Booster adapter separation re_Ited from the squib
activated value release of high pressure nitrogen within a confined
elastic expander tube. The r_ultant expansion of the expar der tube
causes a series of 28 curved 6 I/4 inch by 3 7/16 inch notched berylli_m
panels to fracture at the separation plane.
The results of Test _ are pwesented in Tables 11.A.4.3 and II.A.4.4 and
in Figure II.A.4.3. Figure YI.A.4.3 indicates _hat the expander tube
Joint was almost as effective as the spring clamo joint in reducing the
shock levels. As with the spring clamp joint, the expander tube joint
was most effective in the higher frequencies with a maximum shock reduc_
tion of 12.83 in the 710 to 900 Hz range. The shock reduction in the
lower frequencies, while less than in the higher frequencic_ (as low as
1.5 in the I_O to 180 Hz range)were greater than for the spring clamp.
The average shock reduction for the expander tube over the entire fre-
quency :'ange was 5.95 as compared to 6.70 @or the spring clamp.
Tests 4 and 4A
Tests 4 and LA were conducted with the V-band Joint illustrated in
Figure II.A.4.1. The clamp strap was stressed to 16,OOO psi tension to
insure adequate engagement of the segmented clamp shoes with the forward
and aft rings. Booster-adapter separation _th the V-band was achieved
by the release of band tension through the simultaneous firing of two
diametrically opposed explosive nuts. Test L was conducted at ambient
temperature while Test 4A was conducted at elevated temperatures to
simulate the ascent thermal environment.
The results of Test 4 and _A are presented in Tables II.A.4.3 and
II.A.L.4 and Figure II.A.4.3. Comparison of the oscillographs of Test 4
and Test _A (Table II.A.4.3) indicate very little difference in shock
levels between the two tests. As a result it ,_ not necessary to
produce shock =pcctra rot Te3t 4A and no comp_rison_ were nade for
that test.
0_ L_$C _767 J
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Comparison of the V-band tests with the spring clamp and the expander
tube tests (Figure II.A.4.3) indicate that the V-band was not as effec-
tive in reducing the shock levels. In the h_gher frequencies a naximum
shock reduction of only 5.33 was noted while below 355 Hz the shock
levels were greater than were observed with the standard MDF Joint.
An amplification of 3.1 was observed in the 90 to 112 Hz band. The
high levels in the low frequency region are a]_zost certainly due to a
low frequency (approximately IOO Hz) ring mode vibration which is
created when the pre-load tension is released in the V-band. All
radially mounted acceleromcbers showed the :,lotion.
If the V-band joint cor_iguration were selected for use it would have
been necessary to increase the sewrity of th_ vibration criteria which
was used in the vehicle environmental specification at that time for
engine-cone mo_uted equipment.
ImONM I..MSC li?@?._




The spring clamp and the expander tube wmre most effective in reducing
the shock levels which originate from booster-adapter separation.
The spring clamp separation joint does not provide the required struc-
tural stiffness in the axial direction. Additional modifications would
have to be made to this joint followed by additional testing before it
could replace the standard MDF Joint.
The V-band showsd the least shock reduction. In the lower frequencies
the shock levels are more severe than they arc for the standard MDF
joint.
In general all three of the new Joints tested demonstrated effectiveness
in reducing the c_rerall shock environment which originates fronbooster-
adapter separation.
OI_M L.MSC _767
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Dis tarce to Acceleromeber
Direction Shock Scurce Type
Radial 6 EI_DEU_ 0 2225
Longitudinal 6 ENt)EVCO 2225
Longitudinal 28 _,]EVC 0 2225
Radial 28 Ez_DEVC 0 2225
Radial 12 E_EVC0 2225
Longitudinal 28 E_ 0EVC 0 2225
Radial L EI_ OEVC 0 2Z25
_om_ L_SC _7e7 _
t_
LOC:KH"tO M,SS,L.'S a '_*'*:E COMPANY ............ m_,Om4_=.C/[9-_9_-_ !
......... SS-.138_62 /
TABLE II .A . h . 2
SUltRY OF YESPS
Test Explosive Test Shoe k
.......No _uration Size Purpose isolation Joint......._e
1 1 [0 Gr/_t Structure None. 5TD Joint
MDF
2 2 2XP Nuts Structure None Spring Clamp
Hot
3 3 SQUIB S t ructure N one Expander
Tube
4 h 2X2 Nuts Structure None Cold V Band
hA )_ 2X2 Nuts Structure None Hot V Band
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_4OCK TEST ANALYSES OATA _4[ET II.A.i_.5
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TEST N,IALYS|S DATA SHEET 7 r.A.4.7
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SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET IT.A.4.21
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SECTION I I • A. 5
SUMMARY
This repor_ covers pyrotechnic tests performed on a spacecraft equi_,ent structure
which is protected during launch by a shroud. The pyr-otechnic event under consid-
eration is the separation of the shroud which is achieved by four strap cutters
severing a stainless steel strip of metal. The releass of the band tension allows
the strap to be thrown out from the shroud. The strap cutters are pyrotechnic
devices which provide the shock environment investigated here. Removal of the
shroud is performed as a secondary operation which does not entail pyrotechnic
ock.
The pyrotechnic tests w_re carried out on an actual flight frame. Two firings
were performed. F1-cm the first firing, shock spectrums and oscillograms are
available for five accelerometers: three or the equipment frame and bwo on the
eq1_Ipment rack below the separation Joint. From the second firing, lO oscil!o-
grams are available for accelerometers located on the equipment frame.
No Sata recording problems w_re encountered and _he available results appear
reliable. However this data was generated for specific equips,ent installations;
it is therefore not well suited for analytical purpose. An attempt was made to
define the tre_d of the shock level attenuation versus distance from the shock
source. A general trend could be established from the shock spectrum data but
no conclusive results c_ald be obtained from the oscillogr_ms.
The strap/strap-cut_r separation Joint was selected for this application because
it produces a m:ch lower pyrotechnic shock than the standard separation Joint.
The reduction in shock level varies betweAn 2 and I0 over the frequency range.
OmAA _ '_tC gTl?
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SECTION II • A. _
Accelerometers and Locations
_ary of Tests














SECTION I I. A. _
Figures
Test ! Configuration and Instr_ntation I,o_:ations
Test 2 Configuration and Instrumentation Locations
Typical Strap Cutter - Scale: Full Scale
Trend of Attenuation versus Distance frc_ Shock Source
for Each Octave Band
Eistrlbution of Peak G Level versus Distance from Shock
Source Derived from Cscillcgram Data
Comparison of Shock Environments - Standard and Strap +
b_utter Separation Joint
Shock _ectra and Oscillogra,_






















The test set-up was primarily intended for the determination of the
environment to which so_e specific equipment would be subjected. As a
result, the readings of only a small number of accelerometers were
recorded.
The test installation was set up from actual flight hardware including
a forward equipment rack, spacecraft frame and shroud.
Two tests were performed on the entire configuration. For
Test I, Figure II.A.5.1, five accelerometers monitored the environment
level at various points of the structure while Test 2_ Figure II.A.5.2,
had ten accelerometers, three reading envlro_ment at the end of the
structure and seven reading environment at the interface of equipment.
Details of the accelerometers are gi_-en on Table II.A.5.1.
A total explosive charge of approximately 40 Or was fired for each test,
the four strap cutters being fired simultaneously.
, i




II.A.5.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.A.5.2.1 Tes_ Configuration and Instrumentation
The test set-up consisted of an actual spacecraft frame complete with
shroud, mounted on a forward equipment rack as shown on Fi_e II.A.5.1
and II.A.5.2. The four strap cutters (__£%_re I!.A.5.3) were mounted
inboard of the strap to fire outboard. The shalnless steel strap was
mounted under a tensxle preload so that it would spring off the vehicle
upon firing of the strap cutters.
Two tests were carried out on the entire co_figuration.
For Test I, Fi_xr_ II.A.5.1, five acceleram_ters monitored the environ-
ment level at various points of the str_:cture while Test 2, Figure
II.A.5.2, had ten accelerometers, three readin_ environment at the end
of the structure and seven reading enviror_ant at the interface of
equipment. Details of the accelerometers are given on Table II.A. 5.1.
A total explosive charge of approximately SO Or was fired for each test,
the four strap cutters were fired si_ultaneouzly.
II.A.5.2:2 Technical Discussion
Upon ,pletion of the tests, inspection of the specimen showed that no
fail _ ,cunced. All accelerometer readings were
found to be reliable and free from noise and other anomalies.
Shock spectra were established only for the data of Test I. They are
presented on Figures II.A.5.7 to iI.A.5.11. The data was reduced for
Q = 5 and Q - 25. Both values are available for comparison purpose on
Figures II.A.5.7 to II.A.5.11.
Oscillograms are presented on Figure II.A.5.12 for each accelercmeter
of shock No. 2.
IT.A.5.2.3 i:
An attempt was made to determine the trend of the shock attenuation
versus distance from the shock source. This was accemplished first




froN the shock spectrum of Test I, taking peaks in each octave band
from 200 to 6400 cps, Figur.e II.A._.4, then for both tests combinedby
taking peak g levels from os(&,lllogram data, Figure II.A.5.5.
Although based on only three points per curve, the data of Fi_zre
T]._.5.4 tezds toward the general shape of an attenuation curv_, even
_bcugh une_:oected results are shown for the readings closer to the
shock source. The data taken fro_. the oscillogram, Figure II.A.5.5,
also tends toward the same trend for the accel_rometers reading the
structure environment. However, the amount of data available is not
sufficient to be conclusive.
The strap separation Joint generates a shock level which is lower than
the _bandard separatlo_ Joint. Figure II.A.5.6 shows a comparison of
shock level envelopes for the two types of Joint. It will be noted
that the s_andard Joint uses a] _ 157 grains of explosive (5 foot
diameter, 10 gr/ft) while the four strap cutters have only 40 grains
(1 foot x 40 gr) collectively. The reduction in shock level provided
by the strap system is significant. As can be seen on Figure II.A.5.6,
it varies over the frequency range with reduction factors from about
2 to I0.
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II.A. 5.3 CONCLUSION
The tests successfully demonstrated that the structure and equip.mnt
under consideration were capable of surviving the pyrotechnic shock
environment.
The scope of the test was limited to investigating pcln_of interest to
the designers. As a result, the amount of available dsta is insuffi-
cient to perform a general analysis of the environment to which this
frame is subjected. The attempt at determlnin_ a curve of shock atten-
uation versus distance frnm the shock source remain8 largely inconclud-
sive although it indicates the generally expected trend.
The strap/_trap-cutter separation Joint provides a much Iownr shock
environment than the standard separation _olnt. Reduction by factors of
from 2 to I0 are sh_._ to exist over the frequency range.
ORI_ L'.I$C 67117.2
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TABLE II oA, 5.3
3UPI4A_! OF OSCILL_ FE,AK G TT._V'_.._
Accelm*ometm.___r_0Level
4_
IT 96 -.13.3 x
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l_X I00 -n3 _:
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18x 147 2/,, o
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Figure II.A.5.5 DISTRIB_TI0_ OF PEAK G _L TE'RSUS DISTANCE






Pigure II.A.5.6 CGMPARISON OF S}{0CK ENVIRONMENTS -
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Two booster adapter separation tests were performed on the development test
vehicle (DTV) to determine the pyro shock environment at selected locatior_ on
the vehicle structure and to demonstrate confidence that the vehicle and its
equipment could survive the separation event.
The tests were satisfactorily performed and no structural or equipment degrada-
tions were noted after either test.
Included in this report arm real time osci!logra_s and shoc_ spectra for
selected accelerometers for both tests.
......L.OCK_'_O M,ss,-Es , s,,,cE CoM,,AN_
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2 Discussion and Analysis
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A fully equipped vehicle was used for +,hese t£sts. The vehicle was
suspended by b_/_ee cords. A section of ada_ler was added at the aft
end of the vehicle to complete the booster adapter separation Joint and
a catcher box was positioned around and to tha rear of the separation
Joint to catch the deb_is. The separatlon Joint was a i0 grain/foot
MDF and is shown in Figure II A._.
OI_,,A U.I_IC _WQT-2
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IY.A.6.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
!I.A.6.2.1 Test Configuration and Inst.,_,_n+_: 4on
A sketch of the test specimen is shown in T_g_ires II.A.6.1 and II.A.6.2.
The specimen consisted cf a standard aft rack and booster adapter -.ibh
a section of booster added aft ofthe separation Joint. The explosive
eemaration Joint consisted of I0 grain/foot NDF encased in a ring about
the circumference of the vehicle. _he separstion Joint is detailed in
Figure II.A.6.3.
A total of thirteen Endevco 2225 piezoelectric accelerometers were
mounted in the locations shown in Figures II.A.6.1 and II.A.6.2 and
summarized in Tables II.A.6.1 and II.A.6.2. The mounting blocks for
accelerometers 3, 4 and 5 were bolted directly to the vehicle struct_ere
for Test 2. The shocks were measured t_hrough sisal conditioning
equipment and z_:_orded on magnetic tape at 60 inches/second tape speed
for subsequen'_ pLayLack :_nd _na!ysis. Details on the data acqui_Itlon
and data rech_ctlon sy_u_as are illustrated in :;ectior_V.
II.A.6.2.2 Dat,a AnaLysis
The recorded data was u_,d to produce oscillograms of all measurements
and shock spectrums of s _e-ted meastu_ents. Peu,_ g readings from the
oscillograms have been eummar;L_ed in Ta_,ILo......,A 6._
No analysis was performeu on the data oth.:-,." ;-h.'.r .,o check the repeata-
bility of the two tests by compa_-dng the sh,,.:'J_,_Bci,o_ of two
measurements from both tests and to check the accuracy of a I/3 octave
analysis by comparing th_ 1/3 oc'_vm shock spectrum with the narrow
band shock spect_z_ from which the 1/3 octave shock spectrum came.
The data has been organized so that it can b_ us_ for a repeatability
study in conjunction with other tests of the _ame type and to determine
shock attenuation as a O_uct__on of distanc_ by use of the peak g
information or the shock spectra.
_O_ k_$_ _1@_._
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Shock spectra and cor_responding oBcillograms from Test I are presen-
ted in _ar_s II.A.6.5 to i3".A.6.10. Oscillogram8 from meam_ents
for which shock spectra were not prspared are presented in Figure
II.A.6.2_o Peak g readings from the oscillegrams are su_rlzed in
Table Ii°A.6.4.
Follo_ing the test the vehicle structure was _i_u,_lly inspected. No
st_cture or equipment degradation was obssrved. The oscillo_-_-j
indicated that the range settin _s sh_11d be lowered for the next test.
Test 2
Shock spectra with their corresponding oscillograms are presented in
Fixates II 1.6.11 to II.A.6.22. Oscillograme for the rest of the
measurements are presented in Fimure II.A.6.24_ Peak g readings are
stmmmrized in Table II.A.6.4. Accelerometer ? _as relocated, accelero-
mater 14 was replaced b_ acc'eleromeCer ]3 in a different position, and
the range settings were lowered for this test_
ll.A.6.2.b _p_a bability
Shock spectra x_rcm measurements 8 and 9 frc_ Test I have been compared
to measurements 8 and 9 frc_ Test 2 in Figures II.A.6.22 and II.A.6.23
as a check on repeatability between the two tests. The two figures
indicate smuewhat higher shock levels were obtained in Test 2, however
the two tests are reasonably s._d!ar with the exception of the spike
observed at 60 cycles in Test i. This ms most likely due to bO Hz noise
in the instrumentation system r_sulting from th_ high rsnge setting of
the accelerometers, since Test 2.in which all the range settings were
lowered, did not exhibit this phenomenon.
_,__,_O KHEEC MISSILES & SPACE COMmANY




TY.A.6.2.5 Comparison of 1/3 Octave wiLh NLa,rr.owBand Sho.ck Spectrums
The Bhock _pectra presented in this report were read from narrow band
shock spectra in I/3 octave Inter_als. The narrow band shock spec-
tra were produced in 5 cycle bandwidths from O to 500 Hz, 20 cTcle
bandwldths from 500 to 25(_ Hz. and IO0 cy_'!e bandwidths from 2500 to
i0,OO0 Hz. The data wa_ then read at the 1/3 octave center frequencies
to produce the i/3 octave shock spectra of this report. To show the
error which can be introduced by analyz_ing the data in 1/3 octaves, one
/_ octaves and in the originalof the shock spectra was plot;ted in A,
narrow bands (_gure !I.A.6.4).
_igure II.A.6.1_ indicates that the 1/3 octave analysis may be off by as
_uch as a factor of 1.70 (st lO00 Hz) in any ]/3 octave band by virtue
of the method in which the shock spectrum was read.
_'ORM LP-_IC B?t7 _1
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The vehicle demonstrated its ability to _rlv_ the booster adapter
separati_ event without degradation to equipment or structure.
Data collected provided a good definition of the pyro shock envlror_mnt
which originates frcm booster separation. This data can be used in
conjunction with data from other similar booster adapter separation
tests to determine repeatability between tests and attenuation character-
istics.
Reading shock spectra by 1/3 octaves can int_'oduce errors in the shock
levels by as much as a factor of 1.7. This should be taken into con-
sideration whenever these shock spectrums are used_
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i hih x so
2 LLh _ 30
0 _% z 2
0_ 3s6 x 2
(5 3_6 z 2
6 h_h _ 3o
7 hlh R 3o
6 Lob.5 x 20.5
9 Lob.5 _ 20.5
10 _37 X 53.0
11 h60 X 75
12 L60 a 7o
lh 271 Y -li3















* Bonded triax accelero_eber block broken by shock. No data.
_ABLE II.A.6.2






i hi_ x 30
2 h12 X 28
0 386 Z 2
3B6 X 2
386 Y 2
6 h±h x 30
7 ATh _ 30
8 _0_.5 _ 20._
9 _oh.5 _ 20.5
10 437 X 53
II 460 _ 76
12 h60 R 76















* Triax accelero._ter block bolted to structure.
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SUMMARY OF TE __Io"_"
Explosive Test Shock
Si ze Purpose Tsola tion
10 Gr/ft MDF Structure None
10 Or/ft MI_ Structure Nolle
wO_IM LI_I¢ _767-2
• . ,
° . ° _ _
TABLE II.A.6.k
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Fi gurqm II.A.6. I
\
TEST I OONFI(_JRATION AND INSTNJMEJTATI_ I._TIOM5
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'l_w_ :]at,_ll:te Vehicle (SV)/booster separation tests '^ere per/'or_ned with a
,upe,-i_:en which simulated the space_'raft structure. The spe,e_men [nc]uded mass
and e.g. simulated equipment of interest.
The objectives of these tests were to functionally test the 3V/bo,Jster separa-
tion joint and to gather shock environmental data from the Sat_;llite Vehicle
str{loture and equipEent.
Data analysis included a listing of the peak g levels for all oscillograph
mea_{urements, shock attenuation as a function of distance from the joint and
its application to other tests of similar structui_e, an evaluation of shock
attenuation as a function of frequency, and an evaluation of shock s_ctrum
g levels for different analysis Q (amplification) values.
The objectives of the SV/booster separation tests were satisfied. The separa-
tion tests were accomplished as planned with satisfactory results.
The data values from primary structure were too scattered t<_ establish a well-
defined shock attenuation curve, llowever generai trends were definitely
observable and a test of the attenuation curves that were generated ir_icated
they were completely satisfactory for conservatively estimating the shock levels
at any point on the structure.
analysis o _ shcck attenuation as a function of frequency yielded somewhat
into:elusive and so_,etLmes conflicting results. Generally sh_cK was attenuated
mo-'e with increasing frequency.
An analysis of shock spectra for d_fferent values of Q indi(-ated that ampLifi-
cati,_n varies little with frequency. Factors were calculated ba;_ed on shock
sCe_t:_ for Q's of 5, 10, 25 and 5© which can be used t_, determine the factor
which should be used to multiply a shock spectrum of one O t,_ obtain a ,lhoc_
spectruJL for any other Q.
O_Ja L_IDC tTQ7 :
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_!.A .7.1 INT RODU CTI ON
These were the first tests of the separation system of this SV/booster.
_yrotechnic events of this nature quite often subject structure and
equipment near the source to a severe shock enviromr, ent. This environ-
ment must be defined to determine the possibility oF equJp_lent damage
or malfunction during flight.
The pyroshock environment for this SV/booster combination was defined
by measurement of the ger_erated shock from the pyrotechnic detonation
on a test specimen that s Lmulated the spacecraft structure and equip-
m¢nt of interest.
Meas rements were placed on primary structure, at truss interfaces and
at equipment interfaces. The primary structure measurements were
mainly intended to determine attenuation characteristics ,)f the main
structure.
OH_ _4SC D?67 2




I] .A .7.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
[[.A.7.2.1 Test Cori'iguration and instrumentati<_n
A sketch of the SV/booster separation test spe(_]mlen i_ shown inFigure
IIoK,7,A, The specimen consisted of a short ,_ection of simulatea
shroud, a Satellite Control aft section containing simulated equipment
packages, ,_nd a booster forward section. The
entire assembled test specimen approximated a cylinder 190 inches high
and 120 inches in diameter. The aft section consisted of a booster
adapter, a Reaction Ccntrol Nodule (RCM) and an equipment section which
contained simulated equipment modules. A typical equipment installa-
tion is shown in Figure IIoA,7_2,
The pyrotechnic _,Daration joint was located in the forward ring of
the booster adapter on the aft section. A detail drawing of the
separation joint is shown in FigureI_,A,7_3,T_ _O_nt e0mlSilSr, ll(:! Of _WO
2.5 grains/foot _]DX explosive _r_ seated _r, adjacent circumferen-
tial grooves in the forward ring and covered wi_h beryll_um break
plates which lapped the h_oster adapter and the _CM. The pc_rtion of
the test specimen above the separation joint was counter-weighted to
lift the vehicle away from the booster skirt immediately upon separa-
tion.
A total of 62 ENDEVCO Corporation piezoelectric accelerometers were
mounted at 39 locations on the test specLmen as sno_n in Tables
I!.A,?,Ip2j3and F_.II,A.7_4,Forty Model 22?0 and twenty-two Model 2225
accelercmeters were used in the two tests. All transducers were of
the single-axis type and were mounted to measure shock excitation in
one of three directions: longitudinal (parallel to vehicle axis),
radial (along a radius of the vehicle cross section) and tangential
(lateral and at 90 degrees to the radial direction). The shock
transients produced at the accelerometer locations by the pyrotechnic
separations were processed through the signal-conditionlng equipment
ll]ustrated Jn Figure V.2 in another section of this report and
recorded on magnetic tape at 60 inches/second tape speed for sub-
sequent playback and analysis as illustrated in Figure V,3
Om_, LI_IIC 67@7 2
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[[.A.'{.2.2 Test Conditi{ms and _esults
Table II.A. [. 3 contaii_,,; a summary of' the tests performed. Both tests
i and 2 were <'(_nducted with a separati_n ,]oint which consisted of two
2._] _{rains/foot kDX _<'[l_)sive cordB sf_ated in adjar:ent (:ircumferential
grooves in the forward ring and covered with beryllium break plates
which lapped the booster adapter and the Reaction Control Module (RCM).
A sketch of the separation joint configuration is shown in Figure
II.A.7.3. The detonations of the two RDX stzips occurred sequentially
with a time lapse of 15 mi]liseconds between detonations.
The data from both tests ] and 2 were analyzed by means of high speed
oscillograms and _hock :;pe_'tra The shock spectrums are based on a
Q of 25. The oscilloFrams, along with their respective shock spectra,
are presented in Figures II.A.7.13 to II.A.7.182. These figures
include composites of the shock :;pectra of the same measurement for
tests i and 2 whenever a measurement is repeated. Peak g levels for
each oscil]ogram have been tabulated in Tables [I.A.7.h and II.A.7.5.
II.A. {.2.3 Data Analysis
11.A.7.2.3.i Shock Attenuation Versus Distance from Shock Source
Figure II.A.7.5 shows the peak g shock levels as a function of distance
from the shock source. Separate curves are shown for the longitudinal
measurements and for the radial and tangential measurements.
Measurements were made on primary structure with the objective of
obtaining attenuation data. Figure II.A.7.5 was derived by plotting
the peak g values o_ _ained from the prLmary structure oscillograms
(Tables II.A.7.h and II.A.7.5). Data from both tests were used. A
curve was tnen constructed using the averase of thelmgitudinal and
of the radial ar_] tangentJa: measurements for each location (5, 2&,
43 and 62 inches from the source). The ordinate of these curves was
then normalized so that the average of the measurements 5 inches from
the joint corresponded to 1OO percent and the curves reconstructed
(Figure II.A.7.6). All other measurements were also normalized and
F-OI_4 L_lllC _71117 2




[)l(_t,ted in Figure II.A.7.< to show their- relative ]or:ation wjth respect
to the attenuat]_,n curves.
These attenuation curves ma be used in several way:; t,) determine the
peak shock level expected at a given distance f'r(,m the source. To
determine the ex]_ected shonk level on primary str,_nt,_r,e the curves of
F_gure II.A.7.6 can be used directly. T() determine the _ax_mum
expected shock levels on primary structure, truss structLLre, or equip-
ment for any location of this test or any other test of similar
structure and a similar separation joint, it is only necessary to know
the shock level at 5 inches from the source and the distance from the
source. If more than one measurement is made at the source, the
highest measurement should be used for best assurance that the method
will yield values which are copservative enough to cover the hi_hest
shock levels which might be encountered. The highest shock level at
5 inches from the source should be used to reconstruct the _adial/
tangential curve of Figure II.A.7.6 in term-_ of g's. From this curve
the maximum anticipatedpe_ shock levels at any distance <:an be
determined.
This method assumes that the primary structure measurements are more
severe for a corresponding distance from the source than are an? othsr
measurements. To test this and the general application of this method,
all the peak g levels from test 2 (except in cases where only test I
data were available) from each accelerometer and each axis were plot-
ted in Figure II.A.7.7. The primary structure measurements were
differentiated from the truss and equipment locations. The more
conservative of the shock attenuation curves of Figure II.A.7.6 was
then constructed in Figure II.A.7.7 based on the highest peak g
reading at 5 inches from the joint as was stipulated in the conditions.
Figure I[.A.7.7 thus indicates that application of this method gives
a conservative estimate of the shock at any location since all other








If an average shock red_ction is desired for points on primary struc-
ture for this and othe_' tests: it is r.,ecessary to _se the ave'age of
the measurements at 5 i_Lches frorr:the j,,Jint t_ :on'_;truct the attenua-
tion curve. ]t should be n(,ted that if the average of the radial and
tangential measLu'ement'; at 5 inches from the .)_,]nt were _sed to con-
struct the attenuation curve, the result would be a cu_w,, which would
fall through the avera_,e (_I"the radial and tan_;ential meas_emer, ts at
all primary structure l_)cations. This was the c_'ve which was used to
derive the original shock attenuation curve of Figure II.A,7.6.
Notice also that there is a large body of measure_ents which fall
below the attenuation curve of Figure II.A.?.7 by a factor (on the
average) of 7. These u_easurements correspond to lecations _n ?quip-
ment. Thus it must be kept in mind that aDplication of this method
to equipment locations may give highly conservative levels; a factor
of 7 is an indication _f the amotunt of this conservatism.
II.A.7.2.3.2 Shock Attenuation as a Function of Frequency
An attempt was made to establish a relationship between shock attenua-
tion as a function of distance and frequency. The envelope of all
axes o£ the shock sprectra for measurements i, 2, 3 and h were read
in 1/3 octave points (Table II.A.?.6). Shock spectra are presented
in Figure II.A. 7.8 to indicate how much the characteristica of a shock
spectrum can vary even when measurements are made on similar struc-
ture. The accelerometers which produced the spectra of Figure
II.A.7.8 were all placed on the same primary structure with the
intention of collecting attenuation data. Yet these spectra exhibit
vastly different characteristics. Even though the spectra are from
measure_,en%s which are spaced at 20 inch intervals from the source,
the ,spectra overlap in any areas.
Figure II.A.7.9 illustrates what happens when an attempt is made be
predict a shock spectrum at some distance from the source based on a
spectrum obtained from a measurement at the source and a shock atten-
uation curve constructed from peak g measurements. Here, a shock
FC_I_M _k41C S717-_
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s;,ect;,m_ obtained from ar_ _nveloDe of sh<)ck ::_ ctr:, of all axes at
measllremer_t [o(_ati_,n ], ..vinches from the so,_re• _,r_ the [)zi/nary
struct_Jre_ is used to ._redict the shock spectr_mi for measurement
location h, 62 inches tr(_m the source on the same ; "it _ry structure.
(Tabl_ r!.A.,.*, 9 i)er<_mt >i lo_'atJon i lev_!s ba_;ed on attenuation
curve of FiigureI!.A.7. 6 . For comparison_ am envelope of all axes of
the actual shock sp_ct.,-_ from measurement location h is included.
The figure indicates that this method was good for predicting the
maximum g level but that the spectra are not at all similar an_ in
fact the predicted spectr,m_ falls below the actual ._;pectrum over much
of the freqnency range. Thus it is not possible t{> _redict with
accuracy the e_'_tire sho<k spectr,_ at some location simply by envelop-
ing tae measurements at some other location and applying a shock
attenuation curve.
Figur_ II.A.7.iO is the result of a study to determine how the att_n-
uatic,_: varied _Jitn frequency as an additi)nal parameter to distance.
These spectra result when the spectra from three of the prLmary
structure locations (2h, h3 and 62 inches from the source) from Ooth
tests i and 2 are a'_raged and ratioed to the averaged spectrum from
the location 1 measurements in octave bands (Table II.A.7.7).
As Figure II.A.7.8 indicated, it is not possiole to predict with any
accuracy how the shock attenuates with frequency for differ,nt
measurement locations w_thout some additional information. There is
a trend for the shock to attenuate more at higher frequencies and at
greater distances from the source but no number can be assigned to
the _mo,_nt, of attenuation on the bases of these measurements. More
measurements are needed to resolve this.
_igure [I.A.7.10 does indicate thai, frequent 5' attenuation is dependent
on the mode of the structure on which the measurements are made. A
preliminary calculation of the first breathing _ode of the structure
on which tne measurements were located yield_ a frequency of h80 Hz.
Measurement 3 which was located A3 inches from the source on a ring




shows amplification at the 500 Hz octave band center frequency. Thi:
is consistent with the l¢_:ation of' the measLLrements since measure-
ment 3 was located on a ring and rec, rded the ring mode whereas
measurement i was located on a ]ongero_. Thus, additional test data
as well as addi;_ional ana]ysls is meeded t<J more accurately define
how shock is attenuated with frequency.
7.2.3.3 Am_Dlif_cation (Q) _'actor
Shock spectra were produced for different Q values for selected
measurements to deter_ne how spectra an,_lyzed at different Q va]u
could be related to each other. Shock :;pc<tra were _)roduced for Q
of 5, IO, 25 and 50 f(>r measurements ], 3, I_ and _,5 (a]] axes). 7he
shock sp_'c-bra for Q's of _, lO and _t, are not in:'lud_,d in this
report but were used in the analysis. The shock :_pectra were read
in octave bands at the octave band center frequencies. The data for
Q's of 5, 10 and 50 for each measurement were then normalized to the
data which were analyzed at a Q of 25. The no_,alized data are pre-
sented in Table [I.A.7.8. The data in each octave band were then
averaged for each value of Q. The averaged data also appear in
Table II.A.7.8. This table shows that the spread in the averaged
data for each value of Q as a function of frequency appears to be
quite small. For example the averaged normalized data for a Q of 5
is 0.71. The mean deviation is 0.027 or only h percent. Furthermor
the spread does not seem to be a function of frequency but rather
appears to be random in nature. Thus the relationship between sh<_:k
spectra for different values of Q seems to be independent of
frequency and shock ;Deetra analyzed at, different Q values can be
related by constant factors. It only remains to determine what thos
factors are.
Figure Ii.A.7.11 is a plot of _ne average faclors of Table II.A.7.8.
The actual data points are also plotted. As the figure shows, a
straight line can easily be drawn through the data points. This plo
makes it oossible to determine the relationship between shock spec-
tra cf different values of Q simply by taking the ratio el the
OM_ I. MSC _7@7:1




corr{)ction fact(_r corr_:;l(,rAding fc the Q ,,f'the de:dred spectrum to
the _:orrection factor <{)rresponding to the (_ Jf the Known spectrum
b{_ obtain a new factor'. Tize known s73ectr,_m ]_: theh multi!_lied by th_
new factor to obtain the desired spectrums.
The formula fo_- the correction factor c,_rve is y = O.h25 log x + 0.61
where y is the correcti_n Factor and x is the amplification, Q. Thus
to determine the factor which should be multiplied times a giwn
spectrum at a given Q to obtain the corresponding spectrum for a new
Q, the formula is:
Yo O.h25 log x + O._]o












log × + 1
O
log xI + I
require J factor
correction factor of Figure I].A.7.11 for
the desired spectrum
correction factor of Figure II.A.?.II for
the given spectrum
amplification (Q) of the desired spectrum
amplification (Q) of the given spectrum
l. Oh log x + i
o
o l_Oh log xI + 11
is sufficiently accurate for
It should be noted that these formulae and Figure II.A.7.11 from which
they were derived are intended to be used only as an estimate of the
shock spectrt_m levels. This method does not account for peaks in high
Q spectra ,lhich are the result of only a _ew cycles cf data. Highly
damped systems (low Q) do not respond as much to those few cycles as
would a lightly damped (high Q) system. Thus, for example, when this
formula is applied to predict a high Q _pectrum from a low Q spectrum
and the derived "igh Q spectrum is compared with the actual high Q




spectrum, peaks may be observed in the actual high Q spoctru_ which
wxceed the level of th,_ derived high Q :_ectrum.
?.2.3.2 Data Repeatabilit F
Shock spectra from this test were used in a data repeatability study
(see Section III.A of this report). Shock spectra from iden-
tical measurements, tests 1 and 2, were stt_marized by I/3 octave bands
(Table II.A.7.9). Values from the two tests were ratioed. The ratios
were input into a statistical program which gave a one signna deviation
expressed in dB as a function of grequeney (Figure II.A.7.12).
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Tl't_: basic objectives of bhc test, to functionally test the SW,/boouter
Jeparation joint and to gather environm+mual data, were satisf'a_torily
met.
T}_e attenuation-distance curves of Figure II.A. 7.6 can be used with
good confidence to oredict the maxim_tm antici_'_ted p+_ak F, level at
any locat_on. However, prediction of peak g Levels at equipment
intmrfaces where the shock _ast travel through tmass-work can result
in peak g levels which may be on an average of seven times too .high.
The attenuation-distance curves should not be used to predict shock
spect_u_ levels since shock spectrum characteristics; are h:kg_dy
dependent on the _;trueture on which the measuremtn i:5 made.
b_cau:;e of the dependency of shock spectra on the mola! "haracter-
istics of the structure, the relationshi_ of attenuatio:_ to frequency,
with the few measurements which were made _md the sr_all amou_t of
analysis which _ime allowed, was not completely resolved. Cenerally,
the shock was attenuated more at the !ligher frequencies, but more data
a_d more analysis is needed to determirm the role of frc,quency in
shock attenuation.
Indications frc_ a study in which shock spectra wP --,_=produced at
varying Q's was that the Q did not vary with freq. but that
shock spectra at different Q values are relate! to eact _5her by a
constan_ which can be applied to the entire spectr_Lm.
formula and its corresponding cu_'ve were derived empi









ACCELEROMETERS ANT LOCATIONS - STRUCTU_E
Acc c le rome te r
No. Ba_ Direction
l 6-7 L-R-T
2 6- 7 L- R
3 6 7 L-R
L 6 7 L-R-T
5 6- 7 L-k
6 6 - 7 L - R
r_ 8 - 9 L-R
8 8 - 9 L-R
9 1- 12 L-R





















L 2_20 R 2225
L 2220 R 2225
L 222O R 2220








TA [_E iI.A. 7.2
ACCELEROMETERS AND LOCATIONS - P_UI_IENT
Accelerometcr Bay
No. Box Direction Location
II Sec. battery module R I
12 Elec. distrib, module R 2
13 E]ec. distrib, module L - R 2
14 OTEX module E h
15 Altitude ref. module R 6
16 A!titudo rof. module R 6
17 Altitude ref. module R 6
18 Altitude ref. module L - R 6
19 Altitude ref. module R 6
20 T and T medule L - R 7
21 Prim. cmd. module L 8
22 Prim. cmd. module L - R 8
23 Prim. cmd. module R 8
2h BRAC module R 9
25 BIIAC moduJ.e L - R 9




















* L - Longitudinal
R ..Radial
T - Tangential
P'O_: tt,41C 11711741 --'
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TABLE II.A.7.2 (Cont.)
ACCELEROMETERS AND LOCATIONS - EQUIPMENT
Acc ele rome te r Bay
No. Box Direction Location
27 BRAC module R 9
28 Ascent TI_ module h iO
29 Ascent module R 10
30 Prim. battery module R 12
31 Prim. battery module R 12
32 BP_C thruster R 6
33 Sol. array module L - R 6 - 7
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Test Explosive Test Shock
No. Configuration Size Purpose Isolation
1 Booster separation 2 i/2 gr/ft dual chord Struct. box No
2 Booster separation 2 i/2 gr/ft dual chord St1"uct. box No
_-ORM t MS¢ B?'17
TABLE I[.A.Y.h


























I/3 OCTAVE ENVELOPES AND A N_[,:DiCI'EDF_VEI,OH<
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SHOCK TE_T ANALYSIS _,ATA _EET NO. II.A.7.14
TEST ITEM ___,' ,'-4 3)_ __ PART NO. STRUCTUR.___
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[T.A.8 DIS_SSION AND ANALYSIS
I7.A.8.1 General
This section covers three _a_or topics of interest, namely:
a. S6paration Joint design.
b. Shock environment levels as a function of the distance from the shock
source.
c. _peatability of test results.
Correlation between flight pyrotechnic environment and ground level simu-
lation testing is also an important topic. However, the only data which
can be made available in this report is not reliable enough to allow a
reasonable comparison to be made.
II.A.8.2 Separatioq_Joints
Testing reported in this section covers twelve different separation Joint
configurations, as fo!]ows:
Section ll.A.3 - Report 768 - Standard Joint plus seven modifications.
Section i[I.A.i - Rsport 790 - Standard Joint plus three configurations:
V band, spring band and inflatable tube.
Section II.A._ - _eport 1080 - Hoop tension strap and strap cutters.
In order to place the results of these experiments in their proper per-
spective, a shock attenuation grading based on oscillogram peak g's i_
provided for each configuration and exDressed in terms of the standard
Joint saock level° _ock attenuation grading for the Joints of Section
II.A.3 are taken from Table II.A.3.3 while those of the Joints of
Section II.A.4 are calculated on Table II.A.I. The hoop tension strap and
cutter Joint of S_ction II.A.5 is graded by comparison of the curves of
Figure II.A.1. The complete _rading is presented on Table !I.A.2.
Another comparison, based on shock spectrum data, is presented on Fi_we
II.A.I for the Joints of Section II.A.h and II.A.5 since no shock spec-
trums are available for the mod_ fications to the standard joints of
Section IT.A.3. Pertinent data from Section II.A.3 is presented on
Table II.A.3.
II _ .... '..... =,r; .....
II ....................... .mmr. -




It will be noted that this method of solution is a very simplified evalua-
tion of the relative attenuation. The use of mcre sophisticated methods
was not considered necessary since only an indication oi" the severity was
required. The values presented in this analysig reflect the general trend
of the attenuation which may be achieved with various types of separation
Joints.
This analysis indicates that separation Joints designed to minimize Vyro-
technic shocks can provide as much as 90 percent attenuation with the
environment generated b7 the standard joint. However, direct _bstltution
is not necessarily possible and structural redesi_ may be required.




II.A.8.3 Shock Environment Level as a F_tnction of Distance to Shock Source
In only two cases ISection II.A.6 and ll.A.7_ wa; the instrumentation
intended to provide for some mapping of the shock environment throughout
the structure. In all other cases, the tests were conducted for develop-
ment p_pos_or equipment qualification and accelerometer locations did
not provide sufficient data for er_nsive shock environment analysis.
Thus, in most instances, the _ata necessa_ _ for determining shock attenua-
tion versus distance came only as a secondar_/by-product of the tests.
The shock attenuation versus distance can be obtained either from the
oscillogram data or from the shgck spectra 'fhese two methods of analysis
are treated separately.
Attenuation versus Distance from 0scillogram Data
The peak O levels recorded on the oscillogTams are used to define an over-
all shock attenuation versus distance which covers the whole frequency
spectrum.
Useful data, in addition to that of Section II.A.6 and II.A.7, was also
obtained from oscillogTam recoz_, of Sections II.A.2, II.A.3, II.A.h and
II.A.5. All this data was normalized and collected as a plot of percent
shock attenuation v¢,rsus dListance from shock sourcelpPesen+_ed on Figure
II.A.2_ The data is normalized to the shock environment at about five
inches from the shock source which is the closest available reading. The
approximate attenuation c_trve,which was derived from an earlier set of
t_st results, is also plotted on Figure II.A.2. It may be noted that the
somewhat more complete data presented here bends to indicate higher levels
near the source. This cottld suggest that no appreciable attenuation occurs
within aboat 20 inches from the source. This conclusion, however, appears
to be conservative since the available data is not extensive enough to
allow for a thorough anal_sis.




Attenuation versus Distance from Shock Spectmun Data
Shock spectruun data available in Section TI.A.C, II.A.6 and II.A.7 pre-
sents an alternate method of examining the shock level attenuation versus
distance from the shock source as a function of frequency. The analysis
performed here is conservatively based on the maximum shock level in each
octave band.
Attenuation curves from shock spectrum data in Section l"I.A.5, II.A.6 and
II.A.7 are respectively plotted on Figure II.A.3, II.A.L and II.A.5 with
the data from which Figure II.A.h is generated _presented on Table II.A.2_
Reference should be made to Figure 11.A.5.1, II.A.6.1 and ll.A.7.1 to
examine the stm_ctures under test.
It will be noted that t_ three sets of attenuation c_zrves indicate the
existence of peak levels at some frequencies. Cross-plotting of the data
shows this occurring between 1600 and 3200 cps on Figure II.A.3 and iI.A.h
and around 500 cps on Figure II.A.5. The existence of these peaks
suggests a possible relationship with the acoustic wave velocity through
the material or wlth the explosive burning velocity which would provide
frequency responses of the order observed in these tests.
From the osciLlogram data, it was suggested that possibly no appreciable
attenuation occurred within 20 inches from the source. This seemJ to be
generally supported by th_ curves of Figure II.A.3 and to some extent by
those of Figure II.A.5. Figure II.A.5 however, indicates very good
attenuation within 20 inches from the source. This lack of correlation
cannot be explained readily within the scope of this report. _hrther
analysis is needed to examine the effect of several parameters such as
structural stiffness, shock conduction paths and vehicle normal mode
interaction.
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A2plicatlon of Shock Attenuation Data
Although the shock attenuation characteristics determined from shock
testing on one particular type of structure cannot be readily generalized
to any other type, experience has shown that the results are applicable
to reasonably similar structures.
However, the attenuation curve derived from oscillogram data can introduce
considerable error when applied to shock spectrum data. This is shown by
an example treated in Section !I.A.2.2.h of this report of which Figure
II.A.2.9 is repeated here as Figure II.A.6. The attenuated curves
(dotted lines) can be compared with shock spectrums derived from accelero-
meter data at the same stations. Significant discrepancies are evident.
Further discussion of this subject may be found in Section II.A.7,2.3 of
this report.
ll.8.A.h Rspgatabilit _ of Test Results
In Section rl.A.7 the results of 5wo identical tests are suitable for
examining the repeatability of the shock envlronmsnt. A statistical
analysis is performed in Section III of this report. Shock spectrums from
identical measurmaonts of Tests 1 and 2 wore summarized by 1/3 octave
bands, then ratloed. The ratios, input _nto a statistical program, were
used to determine a one sigma deviation expressed in DB as a function of
frequency. Generally, the devla_Ion was no greater than 4 $8 in any
1/3 octave band.
LOCKMEEE) MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY




The data presented in this section is generally reliable. It is not
unduly affected by recording disturbances. In svite of this, the shock
s_ctra, derived from accelerometers placed on the s_v_e pri_ary atructur_
may exhibit significantly different characteristics. It is assumed that
local resonances may affect the response read by the instrumentation.
Significant reduction in the shock levelgenerated by a separation Joint is
possible with different types of Joints. (The spring ;[amp t:_e _ the
most effective). Small modifications to the standard joint w_re found to
have some beneficial effect but could not achieve the intended level of
attenuation.
The practical determination of the shock attenuation versus distance from
the source is shawn to be dependent on many factors. The data available
was sufficient to establish a trend. This problem deserves considerably
more attention in order to dete__nine a prediction method suitable for
_nvirop_ental purpose.
Repeatability of the shock environment for two successive shocks on hhe
same instrumented equipment indicates a one sigma deviation not greater
than h DB in any 1/3 octave band.





DETERM_,'ATION OF ATTENUATION WITH RESPECT TO STANDARD JOINT
Standard Spring Expander
Joint _ Tube V-Band
Accelerometer 3 2100 190 130 570
Accelerometer 5 1300 150 215 _80
Mean G 1700 i70 172 525
Percent Level i00 I0 I0.I 71
Atterraation 0 90 89. ) 6?
The attenuation is calculated from mean of readings of accel-
erometers No. 3 and _ placed six inche::: frmn the shock source.
Data from Section II.A._ - Table II.A.L.3
r)l_M I MS( _7_7 ;






COMPARISON OF ATTE}_IATION PROVIDED B_f T}{E VAF_[OUS
gEPARATION JOI}_S CONSIDE_D IN _{IS S_IDY
JOINT






I Standard (I0 GP MDF) 0 (_asi_)
2 Pwd tang removed 3h
3 Fwd tang removed - back up 56
stiffener
h Standard - 5 GR P_SC )_0
5 Gas shield added h?
6 Skin pre-cut I_I
7 3/16 inch separation between _3
Joint and ring
8 Masking tape over p_imacord NO data
2 Spring clamp 90
3 Expander tube 89.9
4 V Band 69
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Shock inches Direction 2OO/_OO ]00/800 800/16OO 16OO/3200 32OO/61_OO
2 i 3o R 53o IOOO 98o iVCO i?oo
i 2o.5 x io5 2oo 5oo 75o 80o
9 i 20.5 R 220 390 370 _50 270
11 i 76 X 62 1020 1020 380 300
1:_ J 76 R 5O 68 260 520 _20
!i_ i 113 Y 28 53 90 190 250
1 2 30 f 180 1050 3500 _8OO hSOO
) 2 28 X 2_O 1700 !700 2200 2600
3 2 2 Z iO!5 8300 8600 7900 iOOOO
', ;' 2 Y I000 8()()_) _t'{)() (':)0 6900
o 2 30 X 59 h_O 610 f300 17OO
7 2 30 R 95 770 2800 2700 1700
2 20.5 X 29 78 !70 53o 620
9 2 20.5 R 39 180 i80 360 280
fo 2 53 X 17 185 250 780 780
i_ 2 - 113 X 62 LOO I_OO 270 580
D = distance to shock source - inches
_ference: shock spectrum data from Section ll.A.6.
This data is plotted on Figure II.A.h.
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Thi:_ :_,-_ct!oncontains three reports (Ncs. 79L, 867 a_id 1353) covering a series
of tests pt_vformed to x_duce the shock environment from the fairing deployment
mechanism ac:tivated by pyrotechnic devices such as pinpushers, pinpullers,
and ex]closlve nuts.
The first fairing deployment mechanism which was dev loped made use of two pin
pushers mounted mo_-m.al to the vehicle skin. Firing of _ squib_ (_ grains of
explosive) expels the fairing away from the vehicle. With this relatively high
quantity of explosive, combined with the general configuration arrangement,
the pyrotechnic shock environment was considered unrLecessarily high.
Report No. 79_ covers various attempts at isolating shock source without alter-
ing the basic _chanlsm. _ock reduction by as much as 29 percent were shown
possible. These results were not considered significant enough to incorporate
into the design.
Report No. 867 covers a redesign, of the falri_; deployment mechanism where the
pin pushers are eliminated _ud replaced by a spring loaded de_ce operated Jan
conjuction with a fall-away hinge. The release of the spring is obtained by
firing a pin puller which frees the retaining rod. Reduction of the shock level
is obtained by a combination of the follow__ng items:
i. Reduction by half of the quantity of explosive.
2. Using a spring as the primary force for ejecting the fairing.
3. Isolating the plnpuller with rubber mounts.
This system provides an average shock environment reduction of the order of
50 pe _cent over the basic system.
Report No. 1353 covers a further improvement to the mechanism since obviously
the pin puller expands far more energ-j than Leeded to free the retaining rod.
The pin puller is therefore replaced by an explosive nut which achieves the same
results wlthoat moving parts. This new deployw.ent mechanism priorities an average
sho_k _nvlronment reduction of 95 percent over the basic system.
i
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Additional infor_at!on and data about pin act,rotors are presented In Sectiou
I_.C of this report.
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Report No. 79h - Standard Fairing Deployment Mechanism
Report No. 867 - Modified Fairing D_ployment Mechanism
Report No. 1553 - Explosive Nut Fairing Deployment Mechanism
Discussion and Analys_.s
h.1 Pin Actuators
h.2 Comparison of the Three Deployment Mechm_isms
h.2.1 Standard P_un Pusher M=chanism
h. 2.2 Spring Pin Puller Mechanism






















PIN-17JSMER FAIRING DEPLOYMENT ME_4AN'ISM
SROCK ALLEVIATION TESTS
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SECTION If. B.I
i; U M M A E Y
'F_,,:_L_:_d:,rdfairing' deployment mechanism makes use of two piz: pusher,,; _ach acti-
vated by two :_quibs. The force developed by the pin pushers is _s{_d t,; propel
the fairing away from the vehicle. '_tnce the energy generated by squib firing is
r;_ch greater than needed to e,_pel the fairing, a high shock envi:,:or_ent level
is created. A series of tests was carried out on a forward equ:_pment rack to
try. various types of isolators in a_n attempt to reduce the shock level generated
Ly the pin pushers. _evera! models of internal bumpers, energy absor:ers and
isolators were designed and tested.
A maxi_n reduction of a_,out 29 percent was obtained with the combi.,;ation of
internal _cnergy absorber and e_ernal isolator of test No. _L3, Although
c)me cbh r"modifications showed comparable but slightly lower reduction, there
'.:_ n_ i:_.4i('ati,:! t.h_t reduction sign_ficant!y greater tb_,n 29 per,::,nt couid be
,_t,',_:i,_dwith thi,_;type of shock reduction de'rice.
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If. B.I. 1 INTRODUCTION
To reduce the shock environment in the forward equipr_nt rack which
was caused by the Jettison of the ho'Izon sensor fairings, several
methods of shock red_ction were tested. Essentially, the methods of
reduct .on consisted of absorbing as much _;hock energy as possible
inside the pin p_shers and in installing elastic J.,olators at the
pin-pusher structure interface.
The tests reported here were carried out with a forward equipment rack
in order to simulate flight conditions more closely. The general test
arrangement is hcc_n in Figure II.B.I.I. The details of pin-pusher
modification and installation are shown in Figures II.B.I.2 and
II.B.I.3.
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II.B.I.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.B.1.2.1 Test Confi_t._ration and Instrumentatlun
An actual forward equipment rack containing all internal structure,
less no equipment, was used for this test. Fig_Jre II.B.I.I shows the
general arrangement of the test specimen with locations of all accele-
romeLers (Table [I.B.I.I), and a _chematic of the pin-pusner fairing
deployment mechanism.
_igure II.B.I+2 shows a cross section of the pin pusher and a series
of six different types of piston energ:r absorbing devices w_ich were
used in the tests.
Figure II.B.I.3 shows four types of hard mounted and isolated pin-
pusher installation.
A first series of tests was carried out with the fairing mounted on a
flat plate base (test 1 through 7). These tests exhibited some
anomalies which made them unrelated to the vehicle conditions. This
report covers only the results from tests 8 to 17 which are summarized
on Table II.B.I.2. Three tests were carried out for each configura-
tion.
Only oscillograme are available from this test. They are presented
in Figures YI.B.1.4 to II.B.1.9.
II.B.I.2.2 Technical Discussion
The internal modification to the pin-pusher assembly consisted of
installing various types of energy absorbing wa3hers on the back
side of the piston in order to decelerate it at a lower rate and
eliminate the metal to metal shock originating from striking the
stop (see Figure II.B.1.2).
The external pin-pusher installation modifications were intended %o
reduce the shock level transmitted to the adjacent structure by shock
isolation through either an impedance mismatch or energy absorption
I'ONt_ _.t_l¢ IDVII; I
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Internal and external modifications were tested ei_er singly or in
combination. Details of each con/'iguration tested are _jven in
Table ll.B.1.3 for tests 8 through 17. Test 6 was carried o1_t with
the pin pushers rigidly mounted in order *o serve as a baJis for
colmparison with the subsequent tests.
II.B.!.2.3 Analysis
The data obtained from each set of three firings showed fair
repeatability. Figures II.B.l.h to I1.B.I.9 show the _sc_l]o_ams
obtained "rom the second test series.
The peak g levels for each test at all accelerometer locations are
presented in Table II.B.I.h and each test configuration is rated in
Table II.B.I.3 according to the average peak acceleration ne_ed in
Table II.B.I.5. The lowest shock level recorded in azG or_e test was
given the rating of i. Higher recorded levels were given ratings
greatur than i, according to their magnitude.
Oscillograms from accelerometers 5 and 6 _how a str,mg v_bration
occ_rrlng in the tangential direction at about 500 cps. Th_s vSbra-
tLon has been identified as the second plate m_de of the she]]
structure, excited by the fairing r,_acti,_n to th_' pyrot_'_Ln!c event.
Shock :;pectm/m data was z_ot found necessary fc,r this study because
examination of the oscillograph records Indicated that no maj_or
differences in amplitude and frequency content were ;,resent in any
of th9 configurations under test.
In considering the results of this series of tests, ic was concluded
that a 29 percent m&_imum possible improvement did not warrant further
analFsis and development since it is too close to the data _catter.
This deployment mechanism is therefore inadequate and must be
rede3igned along othsr lines.
In retrospect, the failure of this sLu_y in reducing the shock
enviror_nent is due to the fact that the energy absorption systems did
not allow for enough travel distance to dissipate the energy of the
_,o _d.h_ composers.
R_'_°_ SS-1386-6262 , I
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!i.B.I.3 CONCLUSION
Based on the limited analysis performed on the test data, the modi-
fi ations incorporated in the test 13 series Vcovid_d the best shock
1_.du;,tion (about 29 percent). The t,_st confi_arations, listed in
order of decreased rating are as follows: Test No. 13, 16, 15, 17,
i_, II, 12, 9 and 10.
f_peatability of tne shock for each set of three firings was fair.
It does not appear that a pin-pusher shock env_rnnment reduction much
I
greater than 29 percent could be achieved from _u_ configuration I
modifications investigated in this series of tests. These results ar_
not considered significant enough to warrant a further stydy of these
types of isolation. A new fairing deployment concept is required
to provide a more si_hificant re_.ction of the shock environment, l
.... _ = .......






Number -.------- Direction -.(inches ) Ac_elerom_ Type
1 X 12 E._[D_CO 222cJ
2 R 12 EN_EVCO 2225
3 X 12 ENDEVCO 2225
._.; x 12 Ek,'_Vc,o 2_25
5 T !2 E_DEVCO 2225





Test Explosive Test Shock
N22o. C_onfigurat ion Siz_ Purpose IsoL_bion_
8 I 4 squibs Shock Reduction none
9 2 4 squibs Shock Red'zctian yes
I0 3 4 squibs Shock Reduction yes
II 4 4 squibs Shock Reduction yes
12 5 4 squibs Shock Reduction yes
13 6 4 squibs Shock Reduc%ion yes
]J% 7 4 squibs Shock Reduc%ion yes
I_ 8 4 squibs Shock Reduction yes
16 9 4 squibs Shock Reduction yes
17 I0 4 squibs Shock Reduction yes
PrORM LI, ABC; '81--741• _,, =L , , -- _ :- , .....












Descr4uti_ of Pin Puaher Installation
Modification
"O"-rlng bumper in pin pushers
No internal modification
Rubber grommet moun_
"O"-rlng bu_per in pin puaher
Rubber Grommet mounting
3 "O"-ringbumpers in pin pushers
Rubber g_ommet mounting
"O"-rlng bumper in pin pushers
Rubber grommet mountin_
.H/_S _pa.nel gasMe% ....




H/S panel rubber gasket
No internal modifications
Laminated grommet mounting
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AVERAQE "G"'s 0 TO PEAK
Test Accelerom%er _o.
No.
1 2 3 4. 5i 6
8 119 256 244 214 945 7_8
9 127 195 207 280 1043 677
IL_
i0 137 224 372 262 776 682
11 112 190 277 228 78.3 472





94 165 139 203 710 _o4
102 163 182 217 856 433
92 152 148 310 67_ 514
95 128 162 196 810 526
1J5 1_6 198 295 02 _1_
_-i]21_2 j













L HORIZON SENSOR FAIRING
(2 PLACES)
FORWARD RACK TESTS- ACCELEROMETER
LOCATIONS AND SENSITIVE AXES
.Y


































































































































FAIRING ._TTISON COMPARISON OF STANDA_/) PIN-PUSHER SYSTEM
WITH A PIN-PULLF/_/SPRING/FALL-AWAY H-I_NGESYSTEM
WO_ LMSC _Te? 2
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACF COMPANY REPORT
S_ :% ,
.............................. o-1386-#_P62
SECTION II .B . _
SUMMARY
page _3
Yhe t_st results !_resented in this section provide a compari_}on between two
falriug deployment mechanisms which were tested on an actu:,7 equlpme_t rack frame.
The standard mechanism mmkes use of two pin _ashers mounted n_rmal to the s_n in
such a manner that each fairing is expelled by the force developed by the four
squibs. A high level envlror_ent is created by this syste_n whici_ _kes use of
eight squibs (two fairings) to activate the pin pushers.
Mechanism No. 2 was designed to reduce the pi_rotechnic environment through use of
one Din pul_er per fairing. The pin puller is used to trigger a cocked spring
who,ge release, in combination with fa!]_away hinFes, pro%_des the fcrce require,_
to e_)r] the fairing. The advantages of this s_stem over the standard are:
I. Reduction by half of the quantity of explosive.
2. The primary force used for expelling each fairing is provided
by a spring. (The force is very low in comparison to
pin pushers.)
3. The pin pullers are isolated by rubber mounts and their
attachment is in the plane of the skin rather than no_]
to it.
Four pyrotechnic testa were carried out, dep!oy__ng fairing A and 3 separat61y for
each configuration.
The test result_ indicate a si_nificsnt reduction of the shock overall g level
which drops to approximately one-half of its value with the st _ndard mechanism.
An analysis has been carried out to compare shock spectr&m and oscillogram data
from deployment of A and B fairdngs. In general, mechanism No. 2 provides large
level reduction for frequencies up to I000 cps, whi!e at high frequencies, an
I average reduction of the order to 25 percent is achieved. The pin puller andsprin mechanism is theref e a significant improvement over the standard pin-
puller mechanism,
I
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Accelerometer No. Direction Number rkLrve
18 h Radial 2 367-82 _7b_"
19 h Radial 3 867-83 576
20 h Radial _ 867-81 577
21 5 Lateral I 867-84 578
22 5 Lateral 2 _67-,_6 579
23 5 lateral 3 _67-87 580
24 5 Lateral h 867-.!_5 581
25 6 Radial ! 867-I_8 582
26 6 P_dial 2 867-90 583
27 6 Radial 3 86 7- 91 58h
28 7 Tangential i _67- 92 585
29 7 Tangential 2 _67-_h 586
30 7 Tangential 3 _67- 9_ 587
31 7 Tangential h _. 7- 93 _8_
32 8 lateral I 867-96 589
33 8 Lateral 2 867-98 590
34 8 Lateral 3 867-99 591
35 8 Lateral 4 867-97 592
36 9 Tangential I 867-100 593
37 9 Tangential 2 _6?-i02 594
POm_ %._ irtr.I
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Accelerometer No. Direction Nt_mr
38 9 Tangential 3
3q 9 Tangent ial h
hO lO Tangential 1
I;I IO Tangential 2
)_2 IO Tangential 3
h 3 IO Tangential h
5.4 II Radial 1
h_ Ii Radial 2
h6 II Padial .3
h7 II Radial h
h8 12 Tangential 1
h9 12 Tangential 2
50 12 Tangential ]
51 12 Tangential h
52 I Lateral I -) h
53 2 Tangential I 9 h
5h 3 Lateral I + h
55 h Radial I # h
56 5 lateral I ) h
57 6 RAdi_] ! -._]
L



















































Accelerometer No. Direction M_ber Curve
58 7 T_gentia! I , 4 92 9 95 615
59 8 _ral I , 4 96 _ 99 616
60 9 Tangential 1 9 4 IO0 _ 103 617
61 i0 Tangential I @ 4 104 @ 107 618
62 II _I I _ 4 108 _ III 619
63 12 Tangential 1 9 h 112 _ 115 620
m ......... ---
fO_ L_dlJC 1_717 •
° . _, .





A series of four fairing Jettison tests were car_'ied out _r: a forward
equipment rack with two different deployment mechanism:. The instru-
mentation which consisted of 12 accelerom_t_rs r,_mainr_d un_:,Sang,_d
throughout the tests. The two fairings w_re jetti_on_:d ":eparat,_ly
for each configuration of the deployment mtchanism.
The forward equipment rack structure is shcwn on Figure II.B.2.I
together with fairing and accelerometer locations. The fairing
deployment mechanisms are shown on Figure II.B.2.2.
The standard deployment mechanism consists of two pin-pushers which
"blast" the fairing away from the vehicle. The new mechanism uses a
pln-puller to release a coked spring which in turn sends the fairing
tumbling away from the vehicle,
_/ F "_ '
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!i.B.2.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.B.2.2.1 Test Configuration and Imstrumentati_n i
An actual f_rward equipment rack containing all internal structure tat n_!
equipment was used for this test. I
Figure II.B.2.1 shows the arrangement of the test specJmen with loca-
tion of all accelerometers. Figure II.B.2.2 shows the two fairing
release configurations. Configuration No. I (standard) makes use of
two pin pushers per fairing. The fairing is thus expelled normally to
the skin by the force developed by the explosion of the focr squibs.
Configuration No. 2 consists of a rubber mounted pin puller which
releases the deployment mechanism upon firing two squibs. The orienta-
tion of the pip puller was selected to reduce as much as possible the
second normal plate mode of the shell.
The instrumentation comprises 12 accelerometers as des_'ribed on
Table ll.B.2.1, instslled at various points of the structure as s_o',_
on Figure II.B.2.1 in order to prowide a general mapping Jf the shoc_
environment.
The test procedure as described on Table II.B.2.2, consisted of
jettisoning one fairing at a time for each deployment mech,_nlcm co_-
flgurat_on_ with all accelerometers recording data.
Shock spectrum and oscillograms are presented in Fi_re [[.B.2. L;t'?
II.B.2.63.
II.B.2.2.2 Technical Discussion
Upon completion of the tests, inspection of the s_2e_men showed that
no failure occurred.
Accelerometer data was found generally satisfactory. However, some
results did not correlate well between the two sets of tests (I and 2,
3 and h) and the cause of these Inconsistencies cc.uAd not be found.
This data has been labeled "doubtful" and wa_ excluded in the final
_nalysis.
ro_ u_sc6_? 2 ...... '"
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Reduction of the test data was performed on the UNIVAC iIO_ after
digitizing the analog tape.
II.B.2.2.3 Anal_rsis
The analysis perfo1_ned with the test data consisted or" a comparison of
the shock environment provided by each fairing deployment mechanism
operation.
For the reasons described in paragraph II.B.2.2.2, the data from six
acceierometers was used for jettison of the "A" fairing and from seven
accelerometers for the "B" fairing. Analysis based on shock spectru_
data is shown on Table II.B.2.3 and II.B.2.4 for fairings "A" and "B"
respectively. Thls data is also plotted on Figure II.B.3 and II.B.h.
A similar analysis based on oscil!ogram peaks and using the mean value
of five accelerometers is shown on Table II.B.2.5.
Arithmetic mean values of the reduction ratios are plotted on
Figure II.B.2.3 and II.B.2.4. The minimum reduction occurs during
deployment of the, fairing "A." The reduction is quoted as follows








Hence an overall mean reduction ratio of .54 may be compared with
a value of .h2 derived from osciilogram data. These reduction ratios
provide a comparison of the environment level created by th_ Din-puller
spring deployment mechanism in terms of the standard mechanism level.
m J ,, • -- Ill
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The reduction in shock level provided by the pin-puller deployment
mechanism was greater at low frequency. Over the frequency range
investigated, an average reduction of about 50 percent is achieved.
Accounting for normal data scatter, it is seen that the environment
level is reduced over the whole structure.
Although the data from five accelerometers could not be correlated
with the remaining data and was no_ included in the analysis, the
useful measurements exhibited good correlation so that a high degree









No. (inches) Direction A B
i 2_8 L i_ 5h
2 ?60 T _5 52
3 22_ L 13 36
h 2h8 R _ 12
5 2h8 L 6L 19
6 256 R 55 8
? 260 • 42 8
8 270 L 6h l&
9 281 T 65 25
zo 255 T _3 79
l! 255 R h3 79
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No_.._a. Coj_fll £_aration Size }_rpose
1 1 h squibs Structure
2 2 h squibs Structure
3 3 2 squibs Structu. e













I Original geometry - Jettison fairing A
2 Original geometry - Jettison fain!ng P
3 Modified geometry - jettison fairi_g B
Modified geometry - jettison f:dring A
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_IOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET
TEST ITEM . 867-_ 70_.... PART NO.
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DIOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II.B.2.8
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e3HOCK TEST ANALYSIS OATA 94EET [T.B.2.!_
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SECTION I [. B. 3
S'_MMARY
_e fairing deployment mechanism described in this section is a D1rther develop-
ment of 1,ne t_e shown in Section II.B.2. In order to reduce the intensity of
the py_.otechnic shock, the design is modified to use an explosive nut _nstead
of a pin v_ller to trigger release of the fairdng. _'he energy necessary for
Jettisoning is provided by a compression spring.
The pyrotechnic tests were carried out on an actual forward equipment frame.
Tw,_ firings were performed but an instrumentation fail1_re prevented data record-
irl!;of the f'[rst firing. All data presented here is due to f_r_ng No. 2
w,_ch <,[_:.on accelerometers were recorded.
Sh,_'k attenuation versus distance from the shock source was esbablished on the
basis of shock spectrum peak g's in each octavo band. Due t,_') limited data and
data scatter, only an approximation of the reduction t;-end r,)uld be established.
Acce!erometsr No. 9 indicates a response level higher than e_p,_ctod. Although
the e_act cause of this high reading is not knoll, it is asm._med +,h:_t _ome !oc_l
res_;,nance Is responsible for it. Accelerome_ers No. ] and 2 ._how evidence of
some ze_'o sh_ft which was corrected in the data re,luctin_ process,
kiti, r,;spect t,, the _tandard plXl pusher ,}ettisor_ m<_,_Jlani_zn,Lh_: 5:paratlon nut
sp_g activated mechanism enviropnnent is reduced t,o I% at Low f'*'_l_L_;n'i_s ,%n,t
I)% at high frequencies.
This syst,em ha_ been incorporated into the <ILsil;,_,oF a L'L]gt3", vchi_;_e where .'it,
up_ateJ :_ucces_lly in several Launches.
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IT. B. 3.l TN._3,.ODUCTION
In order to reduce the shock en,_Iro_nt in the _f,_nrd equipment
rack, created by the Jettinon of the horizor, sen_or falring, a new
I'a_rlng release mechanism was desisted and tested.
The test general arrangement is shown o_, Flg_re TI.9.3.1 and the
fairing release mechanism on Figure II.B.3.2 The e_ectlon device
consists essentially of a compression spring heJd by a separation
explosive nut. Firing of the nut releases the recainlng bolt, thus
freeing the spring which inmarts an impulse to the f_ir±ng, throwing
it clear from the vehicle.
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]/B.32 DISCU&_ION AND ANALYSIS
II.B.3.2.1 Test Confi_nJcatien and !nstrumenbatlo_
An actual forward e(_li_ent rack, containing all _nter_l st_icture
supporting mass simulated equipment, was used for this te,_t. One
piece of equlpm_nt contained functional flight hardware.
_igure !I.B.3.1 shows the _,eneral arrangement of the test :_pectmer,
_nd location of a il accele _ometers.
_]gure II.B.3.2 shows the fairing release mechanism. The exp]oslve
separation nut is placed inside an explosion proof catcher in order
to retain debris and vent gase_ to the outside. The spring e_ection
mechanism is used in conjunction with a rail-away hinge. Firing of
the nut releases the bolt thus freeing the spring which imparts to
the fairing rotational and translatioLal acceieratlous such that it
will be thrown clear from the vehicls.
q%e instrumentation comprises II accelerometers (Table II.B.3.1)
attached at various points of the stmlcture as shown on ]_gume
II.B.3.1 in order to proviae a general mapping of the shock envlrop-
merit. Accelercmeters 8 and ll were placed on the box _ontaining
functional flight hardware.
Instrumentation failure prev_ntAd data a zquisitlon d_u_ng the first
firing. All dat_a presented here was recorded duzdng the secor_d
firing. Firing data is given in Table II.B.3.2.
,Shock spectrum and oscillogram data are l)resented in Pig_Ares
ll.B.3.1 to II.B.3.13.
O_M L _llIC q167
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[].B. 3.2.2 Technical Discu_ssion
Upon ccmpletlon of the test, inspection of the specimen showed tl_at
no failure occurred. Over tae frequency range,the accelerometer
readings were affected by two types of disturbances, naively:
piezocrystal zero shift and circuit noise. Piezocrystal zero shift
occurred on accelerometers 1 and 2 while circuit noise obliterated
the low freqimncy response of acceler_neters 3, 4, 5, 8 and II.
Recuction of the test data was performed on the UNIVAC 1108 after
_!_gitizing the analog tape. This data reduction provided some
correction for piezocrystal zero shift.
II.B.3.2.3 .Analysis
The shock level attenuation versus distance fron the source has been
approximated on the basi_ of shock spectrum peak value in each
octave band over the range 200 cps to 6400 cps. _is is shown on
P_gure II.B.3.1 with the numerical data given on Table II.B. 3.!
and II.B.3.4.
_t w I] be noted that accelero_eter 9 consistently recorded accelera-
tion levels higher than other accelerometers closer to the shock
source. This data has been verified and found to be sound. It is
assumed that accelerometer 9 was _mading the response of _e local
high amplification system or structure resonating at about 500 cps.
The curv_ presented on Figure II.B.3.1 is only an approximation of
a trend which indicates that considerably more work is needed in
this area.
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The separ¢,tlon nut ysprlng activated fairing ejection syst_n has
been tested successfully and provided useful data to assess the
environment lev_i produced by its operation.
Comparison of this environment with that produced by other fairing
ejection systems is given in Section II.B.4 where it is shown that
with re_pect to the standard p_ pusher jettison mechanism the
separat, ion nut spring activated mechanism environment is reduced
to 1% at low frequencies and 19% ab high frequencies.
Thi3 system has been incorporated into the design of a flight vehicle
whore it operated successfully in severa! launches.
_'Oq_ I _4I_ JTI7 Z
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X 5.0 EN [Ev'r'.,rj 2225
Y 5.0 ENIEVCO 222_
Z 5.0 ENgEVCO 2225
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E>_losive nut. l_f: Hi-Shear No. SN-7 _2 3-2B
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TABLE II.B. 3.3
S_WARY CF PEAK O READINGS FROM OSCILLOGRA_5
IMstance
Accelereme ter from











II Lon_. 2_ .O
Location
Frame - Sta. 247
Frame - Sta. 247
Frame - Sta. 247
Frame - Sta. 247
Frame - Sta. 247
Frame - Sta. 247
Frame - Sta. 2h7
Equipment Box - Sta. 75'i'
Bracket - Sta. 287
Frame - Sta. 2_7
Equipment Box - Sta. 267
Peak G R_adlng
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6C_b m_, potassium perchlorate
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})in p_ishers w_re origina]iy selected for the operation of the fairing
deplc_nt mechani_n because of their very high reliability and dssign
simplicity. These devices, for safety _poses, are activated by two
squibs, each containing one grain of explosive. Upon firing the sqults,
h_gh pressure ga_es are generated which impart a high velocity to the
actuator piston. At the end of its stroke, the piston is arrested by
_triking the actuator housing. This mechanical shock, combined with the
explosion shock wave forms the shock env/ror_nent generated by the pin
actuator. Attempts were made to reduce the shock of piston striking its
housing by interposing a variety of resilient materials at the interface
and by external isolation of the pin ._18her. These modifications, how-
ever, failed to provide an improvement significant enough to Justify
their introduction into the design.
A more complete description and analysis of pin actuators is presented
in Section II.C of this repot*.
II..B;.h.2 Comparison. of the Three Deploymont Mechanis_s
II.B.4.2.1 Standard Pin P_her Mechanism ( Section I!.B.I )
The standard deplo_anent mechani_ consists of two pin pushers mounted
noz_ally to the vehicle skin _Lth the fairing attached directly to the
free part of the actuator pin. In operation, a mass consisting of the
complete fairing and the two actuator free pins is accelerated by the
expansion of the explomion gases pushing against the face of the piston.
Since the mass set in motion i, fairly large, its acceleration is
relatively slow and the shock extends over a significant length of time.
This is in contrast with the firing of a pin actuator in the no load
condition which provides a shaJ_ 3oad peak over a very small length of
time. The pin ;rAsher deployment mechanism is therefore prone to excite
more structural resonances.
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_Y.B.4.2..2 3pring-PJa_ Pu_lcr _chani_m (Srv;tion IY. IL2_
It was realized that the ener_" needed to expel the fairing was rela-
tively small, much lees tb_n that provided by two p_n gushers. The
energy which can be stored into a compression spring is sufficient to
propel the fairing and the use of a fall-away hinge allows operating
with one spring only. The fairing was redesigned along these lines w_th
the release of the sp._Ing controlled by a pin puller for reliable
operation
rlng-Ex]_losive Mechani_ I Section II.B.3 )_ ,,
Although the spring loaded deploymenL mechanism performed well, ths use
of the pin puller release system provided an unnecessarily high energy
_D_penditure and correspondingly high shock environment level.
Without sacrificing reliability, an explosive nut was m_stituted for
the pin puller and this device, having no moving part, eliminated one of
the major shock _ces (piston striking the housing) thsreby reducing
oy a significant a_tot',ntthe shock environment level.
The analysis presgnted here :onsists of a comparison of the shock
environment lev_] provided by the various design modifications, Ln order
to provide an sppr_x_ate rating of each device. Using data taken from
the three reports, the following table gives in percentage the shock
environment level for each mechanism.
_OCK E_I£RONMa_T I_/ELS VERS_;S D_VICE
1%" FERCENT OF STANDARD FIN-PUS}_ _TELS
Standa;-d pln pusher I00 I00 IO0 lO0 I00
Improves pl,, _u_h_r * * * . *
Spr_ng - pin v_ller 19 37 50 94 72
Spriug - _xplosive nut I I 2 19 19
Improved pin puller level: 61 percent based on peak g's only.





The standard pin-pusher fairing deployment mechanism has been flown
repeatedly with complete reliability. Its only disadvantage is the high
pyrotechnic shock envir_r=nent it generates.
The spring - explosive-nut fairing deployment mechanism is considered a
significant improvement over the original design and has also been flown
successfully_.
All other deployment mechanisms described in this section were interim
designs considered in the course of devmlopment.

